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December 03, 2020 

The Honorable Régine Biscoe Lee  
Chairperson, Committee on Rules  
I Mina’trentai Singko na Liheslaturan Guåhan 
163 Chalan Santo Papa 
Hagåtña, Guam 96910 

RE: Committee Report on the Virtual Informational Hearing on the Guam Department of 
Education (GDOE). 

Håfa Adai Chairperson Lee: 

Transmitted herewith is the Committee Report on the Virtual Informational Hearing on 
the Guam Department of Education (GDOE) to discuss Consolidated Grants and CARES 
ACT Funds. 

Sincerely, 

Senator Amanda Shelton 
Acting Committee Chairperson 
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First Notice of Virtual Informational Briefing - July 27, 2020 at 1:30 PM.
Office of Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson <senatortcnelson@guamlegislature.org> Wed, Jun 24, 2020 at 4:57 PM
To: phnotice@guamlegislature.org
Cc: Tom Unsiog <sgtarms@guamlegislature.org>, mis <mis@guamlegislature.org>

June 23, 2020 

MEMORANDUM

To:  All Honorable Senators, Stakeholders, Media

From:   Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson, Chairperson

Subject:   First Notice of Virtual Informational Briefing: Monday, July 27, 2020 at 1:30 p.m.

Håfa Adai! Please be advised that the Committee on Education, Air Transportation, and Statistics, Research, and Planning will
convene  a  Virtual  Informational  Briefing  on Monday,  July  27,  2020  at  1:30  p.m  –  2:30  p.m.  via  Zoom  Video
Conferencing.  The agenda includes the following:

Guam Department of Education 

1. Consolidated Grants
2. CARES Act Funds

Individuals wishing to participate in the Virtual Informational Briefing to provide testimony may contact the Office of Vice
Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson via email at senatortcnelson@guamlegislature.org or 671 989-7696 no later than July 25,
2020 with their full name, contact number, and email address. The hearing will broadcast on local television, GTA Channel
21, Docomo Channel 117/60.4 and stream online via I Liheslaturan Guåhan’s live feed. A recording of the hearing will be
available online via Guam Legislature Media on YouTube after the hearing. Written testimonies may be submitted via email
to senatortcnelson@guamlegislature.org. The Committee requests that testimonies be submitted at least forty-eight (48)
hours  prior  to  the  hearing.  In  compliance  with  the  Americans  with  Disabilities  Act,  individuals  requiring  assistance  or
accommodations  should  contact  the  Office  of  Vice-Speaker  Nelson  by  phone  call  at  989-7696  or  via  email
at senatortcnelson@guamlegislature.org. Si Yu’os Ma’åse’!
--

The Office of Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson
Committee on Education, Air Transportation, 

and Statistics, Research, and Planning

I Mina’trentai Singko na Liheslaturan Guåhan | 35th Guam Legislature  

173 Aspinall Avenue, Suite 202A Ada Plaza Center, Hagåtña, Guam 96910

Phone: (671) 989-7696/4678

Email: senatortcnelson@guamlegislature.org

--
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to phnotice+unsubscribe@guamlegislature.org.

First Notice of Virtual Informational Briefing - July 27, 2020.pdf
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Second Notice of Virtual Informational Briefing - July 27, 2020 at 1:30 P.M.
1 message

Office of Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson <senatortcnelson@guamlegislature.org> Wed, Jul 22, 2020 at 10:34 AM
To: phnotice@guamlegislature.org
Cc: Tom Unsiog <sgtarms@guamlegislature.org>, mis <mis@guamlegislature.org>, "bcc: Jon Fernandez" <jonfernandez@gdoe.net>, fed-
programs@gdoe.net, iao@gdoe.net, joesanchez@gdoe.net, ercruz@gdoe.net, "Kelly R. Sukola" <krsukola@gdoe.net>, "Joseph L.M. Sanchez
(Deputy Supt. C & I)" <jsanchez@gdoe.net>, "Zenaida T. Asuncion" <ztasuncion@gdoe.net>, "Maria A. Gutierrez" <magutierrez@gdoe.net>,
gdoeparent@gdoe.net, lmbenavente@gdoe.net, jaclujan@gdoe.net, Karla Borja <kborja04@ >, rlmcninch@gdoe.net,
jtburch@gdoe.net, federal-programs@gdoe.net, Ignacio Santos <icsguam@ >, icsantos@gdoe.net

July 22, 2020                          

MEMORANDUM

To:                   All Honorable Senators, Stakeholders, Media

From:               Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson, Chairperson

Subject:           Second Notice of Virtual Informational Briefing: Monday, July 27, 2020 at 1:30 p.m.

Håfa Adai! Please be advised that the Committee on Education, Air Transportation, and Statistics, Research, and Planning will
convene  a  Virtual  Informational  Briefing  on Monday,  July  27,  2020  at  1:30  p.m  –  2:30  p.m.  via  Zoom  Video
Conferencing.  The agenda includes the following:

Guam Department of Education 

1. Consolidated Grants
2. CARES Act Funds

Individuals wishing to participate in the Virtual Informational Briefing to provide testimony may contact the Office of Vice
Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson via email at senatortcnelson@guamlegislature.org or 671 989-7696 no later than July 25,
2020 with their full name, contact number, and email address. The hearing will broadcast on local television, GTA Channel
21, Docomo Channel 117/60.4 and stream online via I Liheslaturan Guåhan’s live feed. A recording of the hearing will be
available online via Guam Legislature Media on YouTube after the hearing. Written testimonies may be submitted via email
to senatortcnelson@guamlegislature.org. The Committee requests that testimonies be submitted at least forty-eight (48)
hours  prior  to  the  hearing.  In  compliance  with  the  Americans  with  Disabilities  Act,  individuals  requiring  assistance  or
accommodations  should  contact  the  Office  of  Vice-Speaker  Nelson  by  phone  call  at  989-7696  or  via  email
at senatortcnelson@guamlegislature.org. Si Yu’os Ma’åse’!

--
The Office of Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson
Committee on Education, Air Transportation, 

and Statistics, Research, and Planning

I Mina’trentai Singko na Liheslaturan Guåhan | 35th Guam Legislature  

173 Aspinall Avenue, Suite 202A Ada Plaza Center, Hagåtña, Guam 96910

Phone: (671) 989-7696/4678
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Email: senatortcnelson@guamlegislature.org

--
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to phnotice+unsubscribe@guamlegislature.org.

Second Notice Virtual Info Hearing July 27, 2020.pdf
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July 22, 2020  
 
MEMORANDUM 

 
To:                   All Honorable Senators, Stakeholders, Media 
From:               Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson, Chairperson 
Subject:           Second Notice of Virtual Informational Briefing: Monday, July 27, 2020 at 1:30 p.m. 

 

 
Håfa Adai! Please be advised that the Committee on Education, Air Transportation, and Statistics, 
Research, and Planning will convene a Virtual Informational Briefing on Monday, July 27, 2020 at 

1:30 p.m – 2:30 p.m. via Zoom Video Conferencing.  The agenda includes the following: 
  

Guam Department of Education  
 

1. Consolidated Grants 
2. CARES Act Funds 

 
Individuals wishing to participate in the Virtual Informational Briefing to provide testimony may contact 
the Office of Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson via email at senatortcnelson@guamlegislature.org or 671 
989-7696 no later than July 25, 2020 with their full name, contact number, and email address. The 
hearing will broadcast on local television, GTA Channel 21, Docomo Channel 117/60.4 and stream online 
via I Liheslaturan Guåhan’s live feed. A recording of the hearing will be available online via Guam 
Legislature Media on YouTube after the hearing. Written testimonies may be submitted via email 
to senatortcnelson@guamlegislature.org. The Committee requests that testimonies be submitted at least 
forty-eight (48) hours prior to the hearing. In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, 
individuals requiring assistance or accommodations should contact the Office of Vice-Speaker Nelson by 
phone call at 989-7696 or via email at senatortcnelson@guamlegislature.org. Si Yu’os Ma’åse’! 
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Informational Briefing 
 

via Virtual Platform 
Monday, July 27, 2020 

1:30 p.m. 
 
 

Agenda 
 
I. Call to Order at 1:30 P.M. 

II. Opening Remarks by Vice Speaker Telena C. Nelson, Chairperson 

III. Items for discussion 

Informational Briefing: Guam Department of Education  

1. Consolidated Grants 
2. CARES Act Funds 

IV. Closing Remarks 

V. Adjournment  

The hearing will air live on TV Channel 21GTA or Channel 117/60.4 Docomo; or via 
http://www.guamlegislature.com/live_feed.htm. You can also view the hearing on the 
Guam Legislature’s YouTube Channel. A recording of the hearing will be available on 
YouTube at Guam Legislature Media after the hearing.  
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Virtual Informational Briefing Sign-in Sheet 
Monday, July 27, 2020 • 1:30 PM • Virtual Platform (Zoom) 

Guam Department of Education 

NAME AGENCY OR 
ORGANIZATION (IF ANY) 

SUPPORT? 
OPPOSE? 

WRITTEN 
TESTIMONY 

ORAL 
TESTIMONY 

CONTACT 
NUMBER 

EMAIL ADDRESS 

Jon Fernandez Guam Department of Education x 

Maria A. Gutierrez Guam Education Board magutierrez@gdoe.net 

Mark Mendiola Guam Department of Education 

Ignacio C. Santos Guam Department of Education 

Joe Sanchez Guam Department of Education 

Dr. Kelly Sukola Guam Department of Education 

Doris Bukikosa 

Page  1    of  __1___ 



SUMMARY PAGE - BY CATEGORY; BY PROJECT

PROJECT TITLES  INDIRECT  
COSTS 

 FY2020 FUNDS 
SUBTOTALS  FY2020 TOTALS

 % OF 
FY20 

BUDGET 

 FY2020 WITH 
CARRYOVER 

TOTALS 

GRAND TOTAL 9.50%
1. College, Career, Civic Engagement and Life Readiness (CCL) 68,267.18$           4,826,947.95$        4,895,215.12$        15.9% 5,166,472.88$         
2. Curriculum and Instructional Quality and Development (CIQD) 196,281.61$         7,285,627.66$        7,481,909.27$        24.3% 7,587,371.59$         
3. Classroom Supports & Academic Interventions (CSAI) 621,246.92$         10,617,259.20$   11,238,506.12$   36.6% 11,653,576.04$  
4. School Climate and Culture (SCC) 159,839.13$         3,393,510.83$        3,553,349.96$        11.6% 3,560,549.96$         
5. Private Non-Public Schools (PNP) 9,922.96$             1,953,674.12$        1,963,597.08$        6.4% 2,742,029.72$         
6. STATE ADMINISTRATION 76,246.55$           1,525,669.26$        1,601,915.79$        5.0% 1,616,315.79$         

SUB TOTAL 1,131,804.35$      29,602,689.01$      30,734,493.36$      100% 32,326,316.00$      
GRAND TOTAL 1,131,804.35$      29,602,689.01$      30,734,493.36$      32,326,316.00$      

32,326,316.00$      0.00$   

FY2020 Consolidated Grant Application | Amendment
June 22, 2020

Budget Summary



Pre-Award

2

Grants Office submits 
prior authorization for 

participants

Chief State 
School 
Officer

DisapproveConsult with Grants Office
to modify travelers.

Approve

• US Department of Education 
invites Chief State School 
Officer and outlines/approves 
who can attend 

Grants Office, in consultation with Chief State School Officer, strategizes to impart
new grant criteria to Project Managers and Coordinators and ensure all sections of
the project narrative, budget and performance measures are completed.

Grants Office notifies 
US-Ed of approved 

participants

Grants Office 
participates and 

completes technical 
assistance workshop

Grants Office formally
obtains Technical
Assistance from US-Ed
Comprehensive Centers
and coordinates reviews.

• Can performance measures be captured 
within timelines?

• Are they relevant?

Grants Office provides meaningful 
consultative with PNP and Charter School

GRANT APPLICATIONPNP and CHARTER SCHOOL

1

CG Planning Phase
Formal 

Invitation to 
Chief State 

School Officer



Private Non-Public and 
Charter Schools

PNP and Charter School notifies 
Grants Office of authorized 
representative(s) and submits 
notice of intent to participate. 

Grants Office 
coordinates 
meaningful 
consultation with PNP 
and Charter School. 

Grants Office aligns 
PNP and Charter 
School requests with 
project activities and 
data rationale. 

Grants Office determines 
per pupil allocation. 

Grants Office submits 
CG application 
inclusive of PNP and 
Charter School

CG Planning Phase



Draft Application 
originating from the 

Grants Office

Application Clearance 
Comprehensive Center 

Chief State School 
Officer kept abreast of 
application status and 
revises as needed.

Grants Office directs revisions, 
finalization, packages and 
submits application to US-Ed 
by due date.

Grants Office addresses all 
US-Ed concerns until US-Ed 
approves application. 

Grant Application 
CG Planning Phase



Pre-Award
Develop Project 
Narrative and 

Budget

Does the Project 
Narrative and 

Budget meet the 
criteria of the 

funding source?

No
Consult with Grants Office

Yes
Grants Office 

Develops Project 
Application further

• Problem, Need, Gap in Services
• Goals, Objectives
• Approach
• Outcome, Impacts
• Resources available
• Time Frame to complete
• Data to support the need for 

supplemental activities
• Identify Available Resources

• Include services to PNP 
and Charter Schools

• Determine the budget
• Allow sufficient time to 

spend funds and 
implement activities

• How will activities be implemented?
• Is RFP Announcement required?
• What are the limitations?
• How feasible will implementation be?
• What expertise is needed?

Can performance 
measures be captured 
within timelines and 

are they relevant?

One-on-One 
Comprehensive 
Center Review

Yes
Grants Office submits 

Project Narrative, 
Budget and 

Performance Measures 

No
Consult with Grants Office

US Department of 
Education

Approved

CG Strategy: Preparing An Approvable Application   
Identify the 

Students, Teachers, 
Ancillary Personnel, 
Stakeholders to be 

served



Pre-Award
Project 

Managers, 
Coordinators, 
Stakeholders

• Grants Office provides 
US-Ed Grant Award 
Notification (GAN) to 
Chief State School 
Officer

CG Proposed Plan: Acceptance  

Workshop

• Grants Office forwards approved 
budget to TPFA and Budget 
Office. 

• Develop strategies to impart 
terms and conditions to Project 
Manager, Coordinator, PNP, 
Charter School and Stakeholders

• Print copies of GAN, Approved 
Grant Application and a checklist 
for assurances and certifications 
(includes assurances 

• Local budget office provides 
account numbers.)  Assurances 
must be signed by Project 
Manager and Coordinator prior 
to implementation of activities.

• Acknowledgement of US Public 
Laws such as

• Grants Office coordinates 
workshop and prepares 
materials

• Either prior or upon 
conclusion of new grant 
award workshop, Project 
Managers and Coordinators 
are required to sign prior to 
implementing activities

• Grants Office authorizes 
Projects to implement activities

• Grants Office   coordinates 
workshop and   prepares 
materials

Grants Office

Assurance
Signing

Grant Award 
Notification 

(GAN) 



SUMMARY PAGE - BY CATEGORY; BY PROJECT

PROJECT TITLES  A  %  B  ESF B   D   P  %  
B  

GRAND TOTAL

GDOE S 2, ,2 0       , , 02      , 0,2   
2 iLearn Charter School ,            ,2            , 2         2

uahan Charter School , 2            ,            ,2          
SI A Charter School 2 2,            0 22 , 2            0,           0
Office of Catholic Education (OCE) , , 2         , 0 , 0         ,           0

arvest Christian Academy ,0 2,0         2 2 , 2 0            ,         2
St. ohn s  School 2,2            ,020            0 ,220         0
St. Paul s Christian School 22,0 0            , 0            ,2         0 00

uam Adventist Academy ( AA) , 2 2               0 2 , 00              , 2              0 22
0 apanese School of uam ,2 0               0 2 , 0              , 0 0           0 0

Providence International Christian Academy (PICA) 2 , 02               0 , 2 0                 , 2           0 02
0,2 , 0     

2 State Allocation ,2 ,         0 ,2 ,         0 00                    00
RAND TOTAL , 2 , 00       00 , 2 , 00      0 00                      00                       

Subtotals

G  D   E  
E  S  F  - S  E  A  ESF-SEA



DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT 

www.gdoe.net 
501 Mariner Avenue 

Barrigada, Guam 96913 
Telephone: (671) 300-1547/1536wFax: (671)472-5001 

Email: jonfernandez@gdoe.net 
JON J. P. FERNANDEZ 

     Superintendent of Education                                                                                                                                                               
          
 

1 
 

 
      July 27, 2020 
 
 
The Honorable Telena C. Nelson 
Vice Speaker and Chairwoman, 
Committee on Education, Air Transportation, and Statistics, Research and Planning 
173 Aspinall Avenue 
Suite 202A Ada Plaza Center 
Hagatna, GU 96910 
 
Re: Testimonial on Virtual Informational Briefing – Consolidated Grant/CARES Act Funds 
 
Buenas yan Hafa Adai Vice-Speaker Nelson and Members of the Committee: 
 
I am pleased to submit this informational testimony as it relates to the planning, application, 
implementation, and administration of Federal grant funds and services on the U.S. Department of 
Education (US-Ed) Consolidated Grant and also of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic 
Security (CARES) Act through the Education Stabilization Fund – State Educational Agency 
(ESF-SEA) application.  While I serve as Superintendent for the Guam Department of Education 
as a Local Education Agency, I also serve as the Chief State School Officer and head of the State 
Educational Agency (SEA) for the purposes of administering and being accountable for US-Ed 
funds. 
 

Federal Fiscal Year 2020 Consolidated Grant Application 
 
The Guam Department of Education (GDOE) and other Insular Areas are authorized under US 
Federal Law Title 48 Territories and Insular Possessions § 1469a: Congressional Declaration of 
Policy respecting “Insular Areas” to consolidate formula grants. With this authorization, GDOE 
has opted to utilize the Consolidated Grant Application (CGA) process for US-Ed funding 
opportunities under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) Title V-B Rural Low 
Income Schools (RLIS), which allows the department the flexibility to support student learning 
outcomes and safe environments for all Public, Private, Non-Public (PNP) and Charter schools. 
 
The Federal Fiscal Year (FFY) 2020 US-Ed Consolidated Grant provides the allowable services 
and supports to improve student learning outcomes and safety for all participating schools 
inclusive of the 41 GDOE public schools, 14 Catholic schools, 7 additional PNP schools (Harvest 
Christian Academy, St. John’s School, Saint Paul Christian School, Guam Adventist Academy, 
Japanese School of Guam, Providence International Christian Academy, and Guam Home School), 



and 3 Charter schools (Guahan Academy Charter School, iLearn Academy Charter School, 
Science Is Fun and Awesome (SIFA) Learning Academy Charter School).  
 
The application process of the FFY 2020 Consolidated Grant began in November 2019.  A formal 
invitation from US-Ed was transmitted to the Chief State School Officer (i.e. GDOE 
Superintendent) to participate in a technical assistance workshop for the application of the FFY 
2020 Consolidated Grant. On January 2020, all Pre-K through 12th Grade educational institutions 
were invited and briefed on the expectations for submitting an acceptable and approvable project 
and budget narrative. Thereafter, the GDOE Federal Programs Division (GDOE-FPD) formally 
invited all prospective and eligible educational institutions to submit a letter of intent to participate 
in the Consolidated Grant application process.  
 
Concurrently, the Chief State School Officer and authorized representatives participated and 
completed the US-Ed technical assistance workshop in Washington, D.C. in March 2020. Upon 
return, GDOE-FPD and the contracted Region 19 US-Ed Comprehensive Center began meaningful 
consultation with educational institution stakeholders to include school administrators and 
ancillary personnel from all participating Public, PNP and Charter schools. Through this 
meaningful and timely consultation, institutions drafted individual project proposals utilizing 
evidence-based strategies to address specific needs aligned with their respective strategic plans. 
GDOE-FPD utilized these submitted proposals to draft the Consolidated Grant Application 
compliant with Federal regulations and guidelines. Upon the review and recommendation of the 
GDOE-FPD Administrator, the Consolidated Grant Application was approved by the Chief State 
School Officer and submitted to the US-Ed Program Office with concurrent review by the GDOE 
Guam Education Board (GEB) on May 2020. Throughout the following weeks, GDOE-FPD vetted 
and addressed the US-Ed areas of concern and, as part of this process, submitted a revised copy of 
the application to the US-Ed Program Office. 
 
The GDOE-FPD, in its role as the State Educational Agency (SEA), received notice from the US-
Ed Program Office that the FFY 2020 Consolidated Grant Application was deemed “substantially 
approvable” for the amount of $32,326,316.00. On July 2, 2020, GDOE received the partial FFY 
2020 US-Ed Consolidated Grant Award Notification. With that, GDOE is pleased to provide the 
following projects approved under the Consolidated Grant:  
 

1. College, Career, Civic Engagement, and Life Readiness (CCCLR) – The CCCLR 
project provides the services and supports to help students develop (1) academic 
knowledge and job skills to succeed in post-secondary education or their chosen career, 
and (2) create opportunities for students to explore, identify and build their competencies 
for a successful transition from high school or college into the workplace. 

2. Curriculum and Instructional Quality & Development (CIQD) – The CIQD project 
provides the services and supports needed to (1) recruit and retain effective teachers and 
administrators, (2) implement research-proven instructional practices, (3) administer 
effective student assessments, (4) develop and implement meaningful curriculum and 
relative supports, and (5) supplement instruction through the necessary technology 
resources.  

3. Classrooms Supports & Academic Interventions (CSAI) – The CSAI project provides 
the services and supports to (1) address the academic needs of students requiring 



specialized intervention, (2) provide assistance for students in instructional practices, 
specifically in the core content subjects of English/Language Arts and Mathematics, and 
(3) create learning opportunities and credit recovery for students outside the school hours. 

4. School Climate, Culture & Engagement (SCCE) – The SCCE project provides the 
services and support to (1) conduct the necessary social services and outreach for at-risk 
students, (2) address the mental health needs of students and families, (3) promote safe 
environments for students conducive to learning and social interactions, and (4) create 
physical fitness opportunities in support of students’ overall wellbeing. 

5. Private, Non-Public Schools (PNP) – The PNP project provides the necessary services 
and supports related to the specific needs of Private, Non-Public schools.  

 
The Grant Award Notification from US-Ed was received on July 2, 2020, and will allow GDOE 
to move forward in the process for participating educational institutions to expend Federal funds 
for the allowable, reasonable, and allocable services and supports that have been approved. The 
funds for these services and supports must be expended by the end of the performance period, 
September 30, 2021.   
 
 

Educational Stabilization Fund – State Educational Agency (ESF-SEA) 
 
The ESF-SEA under the CARES Act provides Federal funds for necessary services and supports 
to address (1) Expansion of Distance and Modified Learning Platforms; (2) Student and Employee 
Health and Safety; (3) and Mental, Social, Behavioral Health and Wellness Support as a result of 
the COVID-19 pandemic situation. Services and supports are designed to assist all students from 
the participating schools to include those with unique needs such as learning/physical disabilities, 
socio-economic status, English Language Learners (ELL), homelessness and foster children. The 
ESF-SEA application was approved by the US-Ed ESF Outlying Areas on May 28, 2020 for the 
amount of $41,521,997.00. The approved services and support include: 
 

1. Expansion of Distance and Modified Learning Platforms – Address student learning 
gaps with reinforced comprehensive curriculum of traditional and non-traditional 
classroom models. Models will include the implementation of distance learning, online 
learning platforms, hard copy instructional materials and Summer/After-Hour Community 
Learning Centers (CLC). 

2. Student and Employee Health and Safety – Procure protective equipment, supplies and 
materials for student and the educational community related to the prevention of COVID-
19. Provide equipment and professional services for the sanitation and decontamination of 
educational facilities throughout the performance period. 

3. Mental, Social, Behavioral Health and Wellness Support – Provide supports and 
professional services to address social emotional needs of students and the educational 
community that experience trauma as a result of COVID-19. These services will address 
signs and symptoms of mental health issues, developing coping strategies and promotion 
of self-care. 

 
The application process for the ESF-SEA grant began April 2020. A formal notification was 
transmitted from the US-Ed ESF Outlying Areas office to the Chief State School Officer of the 



availability of grant funds. Throughout the following weeks, GDOE-FPD began meaningful 
consultation with stakeholders inclusive of students, teacher leaders, parents, school administrators 
and ancillary personnel from all participating Public, PNP and Charter schools. Through this 
meaningful and timely consultation, institutions drafted individual project proposals utilizing 
evidence-based strategies to address specific needs related to the COVID-19 pandemic situation. 
GDOE-FPD utilized these submitted proposals to draft the ESF-SEA grant application compliant 
with Federal regulations and guidelines. At the recommendation of the GDOE-FPD Administrator, 
the ESF-SEA application was approved by the Chief State School Officer and was submitted to 
the US-Ed Program Office with concurrent review by the GDOE GEB on May 2020.  
 
With the approval of the ESF-SEA grant application, GDOE-FPD must submit within sixty (60) 
days of the receipt of the GAN, an application inclusive of internal controls, monitoring plan and 
respective project and budget narratives for the participating schools or districts. These next steps 
will then allow the educational institutions to begin the expenditure of Federal funds to provide 
these services and supports. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide this testimony as it relates to the FFY2020 Consolidated 
Grant Application and the Education Stabilization Fund – State Educational Agency. I look 
forward to your continued support as GDOE continues to provide educational opportunities and 
necessary services using US-Ed Federal funds to benefit all of Guam’s students. 
 
 Senseramente, 
  
 
  
 JON J.P. FERNANDEZ 
 Chief State School Officer 
 
 
 
Attachments:  
FFY 2020 Consolidated Grant Application Budget Summary 
Consolidated Grant Application Cycle 
Education Stabilization Fund – State Educational Agency Budget Summary 
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COMMITTEE REPORT DIGEST 

I. OVERVIEW 

The Committee on Education, Air Transportation, and Statistics, Research and Planning convened 
a Virtual Informational Hearing on the Guam Department of Education (GDOE) on Monday, July 
27, 2020 at 1:30 PM in I Liheslatura’s Zoom Conference platform to discuss Consolidated Grants 
and CARES ACT Funds. 

Public Notice Requirements 
Public Hearing notices were disseminated via e-mail to all senators and all main media broadcasting 
outlets on Tuesday, June 23, 2020 (5-Day Notice), and again on Wednesday, July 22. 2020 (48-
Hour Notice). Notice of today's Virtual Roundtable Hearing was also, available on the Guam 
Legislature's website. 

Senators Present 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson, Chairperson 
Senator Amanda Shelton, Vice Chairperson on Education 
Senator Sabina Perez, Member 
Senator Mary Torres, Member 
Senator Kelly Marsh (Taitano), PhD. 

Appearing before the Committee 
Jon Fernandez, GDOE Superintendent 
Joe Sanchez, Deputy Superintendent of Curriculum & Instruction 
Ignacio C. Santos, Federal Programs Administrator 
Doris Bukikosa, Project Manager 
Dr. Kelley Sukola 

II. SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY & DISCUSSION
The Virtual Informational Hearing was Called-to-Order at 1:32 PM.

Håfa Adai! Please be advised that the Committee on Education, Air Transportation, and Statistics,
Research, and Planning will convene a Virtual Informational Briefing on Monday, July 27,
2020 at 1:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. via Zoom Video Conferencing.  The agenda includes the following:

Guam Department of Education

1. Consolidated Grants
2. CARES Act Funds

 THE OFFICE OF VICE SPEAKER 
TELENA CRUZ NELSO,N 
COMMITTEE  ON  EDUCATION,  AIR  TRANSPORTATION,  

AND  STATISTICS,  RESEARCH,  AND  PLANNING  
I  MINA’TRENTAI SINGKO NA LIHESLATURAN GUAHAN  |  35th GUAM LEGISLATURE 
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Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Håfa Adai and Good Afternoon. Thank you everyone for 
being here today. The Committee on Education, Air Transportation and Statistics, Research and 
Planning will now convene this Virtual Information Briefing. Today is July 27, 2020 and it is 
currently 1:32 in the afternoon. For the record and in accordance with the open government law, 
public notices were sent out via email to all stakeholders and senators and all main media 
broadcasting outlets on Tuesday, June 23, 2020 and the second notice on Wednesday, July 22nd, 
2020. Notice of today’s Virtual Informational Briefing was also, available on the Guam 
Legislature’s website. 

Joining me today, we have Senator Shelton, who’s also, the Legislative Secretary and Vice Chair 
for Education; Senator Kelly Marsh (Taitano), Senator Sabina Perez and shortly joining will be 
Senator Mary Torres. 

Before we proceed with the… thank you senators for being here. Before we proceed with the 
Virtual Information Briefing, the Legislature general rules of conduct that must be followed.  
[Vice Speaker Read General Rules and Conduct] 

In just to know that, you know… just to be flexible in a way… if anyone has Something to say, just 
feel free to raise your hand or signal me and I’ll call on you. So,, this is supposed to be an open 
dialogue for everyone.  

Håfa Adai and Good Afternoon everyone. Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic the Guam Department 
of Education will receive Fifty-Four Million, Twenty-One Thousand, Nine Hundred Sixty Dollars 
($54,021,960.00) in total will Forty-One Point Five Million Dollars ($41.5 Mil) approved and 
awarded to the Guam Department of Education from the US Department of Education Stabilization 
Fund to the outlying areas. This award was part of a Hundred Fifty-Three Point Seventy-Five 
Million ($153.75 Mil) allocated under the section 18001A (1) of the CARES ACT. In addition, the 
Guam Department of Education has been able to sustain its commitment to fiscal responsibility and 
improved audit performance which reflects GDOE’s operational improvements and stronger 
checks-and-balances as it works towards relief of its Special Condition and High Risk designation 
imposed by the US Department of Education.  

Today’s Virtual Information Briefing will provide discussions on the Guam Department of 
Education’s Consolidated Grants, the CARES ACT funds… I hope after this, once we conclude… 
everyone that is out there listening to this informational briefing will be able to understand how 
this money is allocated and spent within our Guam Department of Education and how it will impact 
our upcoming school year that is impacted by the pandemic… the COVID-19 Pandemic. 

I would like to invite… I’d like to also, recognize Superintendent Jon Fernandez. Thank you for 
being here; Chairwoman of Guam Department of Education, Mrs. Maria Gutierrez; Dr. Kelley 
Sukola, thank you; Zennie, thank you So, much for being here; Ike Santos over there with his 
paperwork, thank you Mr. Santos; and then Mr. Mendiola, thank you all for being present today.  

Mr. Superintendent, I’ll just go ahead and hand it over to you and we can proceed from there, if 
that’s okay or if it’s the Chairwoman that is going to lead. Thank you. 

Maria Gutierrez, Chairwoman of Guam Education Board:  Vice Speaker, since the federal 
funding… federal funds is under the authority of the Superintendent, I will give it to him. Thank 
you. 
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Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Frank sorry. I didn’t see you there. Thank you for being here 
today. 

Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  Right, and again… also, Deputy Superintendent 
Joe Sanchez. He doesn’t have the paperwork but he has that white board behind him; with all of 
his notes. I think that’s the team that’s on today to be able to respond, both to any questions about 
Consolidated Grant as well as the CARES ACT Funds that are received by the Department of 
Education. So,, I did submit a testimony to guide through the conversation. Hopefully, members of 
the committee have this to reference. So,, I am pleased today to be here to submit informational 
testimony relating to the planning, application, implementation and administration of federal grant 
funds and services. On the US Department of Education’s Consolidated Grant and also, of the 
Corona Virus Aid Relief and Economic Security, the CARES ACT, through the Education 
Stabilization Fund; State Education Agency Application.  

So,, while I serve as the Superintendent for the Guam Department of Education as a local education 
agency, an LEA; I also, serve as a Chief State School Officer and head of the State Educational 
Agency for the purposes of administering and being accountable for US Education Funds. So, that’s 
basically two (2) roles and in normal states it would be a state office and then the district office. On 
Guam, as in other territories, these functions are combined within GDOE and as a Chief State 
School Officer, just for the general public, I’m responsible for federal funding; not only the GDOE 
traditional public schools, but the funds are also, available for use… and available to the private 
non-profit schools as well as our charter schools. So,, in that function, it truly is a state function; 
overseeing all eligible education entities.  

So,, we’ll start off with the Consolidated Grant and maybe just an update on the most current federal 
fiscal year 2020 Consolidate Grant application. So,, DOE as well as other insular areas are 
authorized under US federal law Title 48, Territories and Insular Possession, section 1469A: A 
congressional declaration of policy expecting insular areas to consolidate formula grants.  

So,, with this authorization, GDOE has opted to utilize the Consolidated Grant application process 
for US Ed funding opportunities under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) Title 
V, B. We’re all low income schools which allows the department the flexibility to support student 
learning outcomes and safe environment for all public, private, non-public, and charter schools. So, 
where other states might have to deal with very specific formula grants and formula programs; 
because of the small size of the insular areas, and that’s much smaller amount of funds received, 
the flexibility are granted to us by the US government allows us to just put all those funds into a… 
into one pool of funding and to give us more flexibility to meet the purposes that are authorized 
under the federal act.  

So, the federal fiscal year 2020 US Ed Consolidate Grants provides the allowable services and 
supports to improve student learning outcomes and safety for all participating schools; which 
included, as I mentioned before, the 41 GDOE public schools, 14 Catholic schools, seven (7) 
additional private non-profit schools, including Harvest, St. Johns, St. Paul, Guam Adventist 
Academy, the Japanese school, Providence International Christian Academy and Guam 
Homeschool, as well as three (3) charter schools, Guåhan Academy, ILearn Academy and SIFA 
Learning Academy.  

The application process began in November 2019. It begins with a formal invitation from US Ed 
to participate in technical assistance for the application of the FY 20 Consolidated Grant. So,, on 
January… in January 2020 all Pre-K through 12th Grade educational institutions were invited and 
briefed on the expectations for submitting an acceptable and approvable project and budget 
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narrative. So,, it’s important that these processes go on an annual basis to basically update all the 
participating entities on any changes, any changes in priorities for the federal government and then 
just to kind of give everybody an expectation of how to adjust for the coming year. So,, after we 
did our briefing for the institutions, then GDOE Federal Programs Division invites all of the 
prospective and eligible educational institutions to submit a letter of intent to participate in the 
Consolidated Grant process. So,, this is important because, even though we have all of these schools 
who are eligible to participate, if they do not submit a letter of intent and do not wish to participate; 
they are not bound to do So, concurrently, the Chief State School Officer and authorized 
representatives participated and completed the US Ed Technical Assistance Workshop in 
Washington DC in March 2020. Again, this is an annual workshop where all of the insular areas 
are invited. So,, we are usually joined by Palau, by the CNMI, the Virgin Islands, and I’m not sure 
if I’m missing anybody else; but all the eligible entities under this grant. Then upon return, GDOE 
Federal Programs Division and the Region IV Team Comprehensive Center begin meaningful 
consultation with educational institutions, stakeholders; including school administrators and 
ancillary personnel from all participating public, private, non-profit and charter schools. Then 
through this meaningful and timely consultation, institutions draft the project proposals utilizing 
evidence-based strategies to address specific needs aligned with their prospective strategic plans.  
 
The Federal Programs Division utilizes these submitted proposals to draft the Consolidated Grant 
Application compliant with federal regulations and guidelines and then upon the review and 
recommendation of the Federal Programs Administrator, the Consolidate Grant Application’s 
approved by the Chief State School Officer and submitted to US Ed Program Office with concurrent 
review by the GDOE Guam Education Board on May… and we submitted this on May 2020. Then 
throughout the following weeks after submission, the Federal Programs Division is charged with 
vetting and addressing any questions, concerns and clarifications that are required by the Program 
Office; and then as part of this process, they require us to submit a revised copy of the application 
to US Ed for its review.  
 
The Federal Programs Division in its role as a State Educational Agency received notice from US 
Ed… from the Program Office that the Consolidated Grant Application was deemed as… actually 
approvable for the amount of Thirty-Two Point Three Million Dollars ($32.3 Mil). On July 2nd, 
GDOE received a partial federal fiscal year 2020 US Ed Consolidated Grant Award Notification. 
So,, on July 2nd, which is really… July 1st back in the states. That is typically the date which all 
states are supposed to receive notification of their grant awards. In the past, GDOE… just over the 
history of GDOE’s relationship with US Ed, that notification has sometimes been as late as the 
following January or February and the worst case scenario…but definitely not on July 2nd. So,, this 
really has been the first time in my recollection… definitely my first time here, that we received 
the notification as early as July 2nd. So, that’s really reflecting the improvements in our relationship 
with the US Ed.  
 
So, with that, GDOE is pleased to provide the following projects approved under the Consolidate 
Grant. There are five (5) categories. One (1) is the College Career Civic Engagement and Life 
Readiness which provides services and supports to help students develop academic knowledge and 
job skills to succeed in post-secondary education or their chosen career and to create opportunities 
for students to explore, identify and build their competencies for a successful transition from high 
school or college into the work place. 
 
Number two (2) is Curriculum and Instructional Quality and Development. The projects provide 
the services and supports needed to recruit and retain effective teachers and administrators, 
implement research proven instructional practices, administer effective student assessments, 
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develop and implement meaningful curriculum and relative supports, and supplement instruction 
to the necessary technology resources.  
 
The third activity is Classroom Supports and Academic Interventions. This provides services and 
supports to address the academic needs of students requiring specialized intervention, provides 
assistance for students and instructional practices, specifically in the core content… now there’s 
some English, Language Arts and Math, and creates learning opportunities and credit recovery for 
students outside school hours. 
 
The fourth area is School Climate, Culture and Engagement. This project provides the services and 
supports to conduct the necessary social services and outreach for at-risk students, addresses the 
mental health needs of students and families, promotes safe environment for students conducive to 
learning and social interaction, and creates physical fitness opportunities in support of students’ 
wellbeing.  
 
The Fifth, really, is a catch-all for the priorities of the private, non-profit schools, the PNPs.  
 
The grant award notification was received on July 2nd and will allow GDOE to move forward in 
the process for the participating educational institutions to expend these federal funds for the 
allowable, reasonable and allocable services that have been approved and the funds for these 
services and supports was to be expended by the end of the performance period, September 30th, 
2021.  
 
So, that’s our… that concludes my… the section of the Consolidated Grant. So,, I want to ask if 
you wanted me to go ahead and move into the next section or if you would like to ask any questions 
at this point. 
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Yes. Thank you Mr. Superintendent. I do have some questions 
on the Consolidated Grant but since it’s one completed testimony, just go ahead and move forward. 
We’ll proceed and we’ll work it out. Thank you. 
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  So, important to know that the Consolidated 
Grant is… most formula grants are an annual grant provided to GDOE to supplement the work that 
we do and how we are funded from the local government. So,, it is an annual grant and it has been 
in the range of around Thirty Million Dollars ($30,000,000.00) per year. Although it’s been lower 
than that in the past, it is around Thirty Million Dollars ($30,000,000.00) a year and, again, covers 
all GDOE, the private schools as well as the charter schools; and they are allocated shares by… 
based on enrollment.  
 
So,, moving on to the Education Stabilization Fund… State Educational Agency… this again is… 
comes from the CARES ACT, different from the Consolidated Grant, this is actually just, you 
know, one (1) time funding as a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic. So,, under the CARES ACT, 
the ESF funds provide federal funds for necessary services and supports to address the expansion 
of distance and modified learning platforms, student and employee health and safety, and mental-
social behavioral health and wellness support as a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic. These 
services and supports are designed to assist all students from the participating schools; to include 
those with unique needs such as learning and physical disabilities, social-economic status, English 
language learners, homelessness and foster children.  
 
The ESF-SEA application was approved by US Ed on May 28th 2020 for the amount of Forty-One 
Point Five Million Dollars ($41.5 mil). So, I believe you mentioned Fifty-Four Million early on, 
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and that’s the total amount granted to the Government of Guam; Forty-One Point Five (41.5) comes 
to GDOE for both the GDOE schools as well as the private, non-profit schools as well as the charter 
schools; and then the other Twelve and a Half Million ($12,500,000.00) is actually to the Governor 
of Guam and I can speak about that generally, but that’s for the Governor of Guam to determine 
how to use, within the context of the education arena. I believe her… her prevue also, extends to 
be able to use it for institutions of higher learning; So,, including UOG and GCC, potentially.  
 
So,, in our grant the approved services and support include, the expansion of distance and modified 
learning platforms. So,, this is to address student learning gaps, reinforce comprehensive 
curriculum of traditional and non-traditional classroom models. These models include the 
implementation of distance learning, online learning platforms, hard copy instructional materials 
and summer after hour community learning centers.  
 
Number two (2) student and employee health safety, the funding in this area will procure protective 
equipment, supplies and materials for student and the educational community related to the 
prevention of COVID-19 and they’ll provide equipment and professional services for the sanitation 
decontamination of educational facilities throughout the performance period.  
 
Then the third area is mental, social, behavioral health and wellness support, and the funds in this 
area will provide support and professional services to address social-emotional needs of students 
and the educational community that experience trauma as a result of COVID-19. These services 
will address signs and symptoms of mental health issues, developing coping strategies and 
promotion of self-care.  
 
So, if you recall, the application for this grant began in April 2020. A formal notification was 
transmitted to the Chief State School Officer about the availability of these funds; and then 
throughout the following weeks, we took time to consult with stakeholders, inclusive of teachers, 
we have students, teacher leaders, parents, school administrators and ancillary personnel from all 
participating public, private, non-profit and charter schools. Then through this consultation, 
institutions drafted individual project proposals, utilizing evidence-based strategies to address 
specific needs related to COVID-19; and then Federal Programs Division utilized these proposals 
to draft the grant application compliant with federal regulations and guidelines; and then at the 
recommendation the federal programs administrator, the Chief State School Officer approved their 
applications and we submitted it to US Ed with concurrent review by the GDOE Board… the Guam 
Education Board on May 2020. 
 
So, with the approval of the grant application, we are required and we are still with the 60-day 
window… to within the 60 days of the receipt of the grant award notification, we’re required to 
submit an application that includes the internal controls, monitoring plan and respective project and 
budget narratives for the participating schools or districts; and then these next steps then allow the 
educational institution to begin the expenditure of federal funds to provide these services and 
supports. So, again, that’s the Education Stabilization Fund. Thank you for the opportunity to 
provide testimony on both the Consolidated Grant and the ESF. I look forward to your continued 
support as we continue to provide educational opportunities and services using US Ed federal funds 
to benefit all of Guam’s students.  
 
So, Madam Chair, in addition to our board members who are hear and familiar with the funding 
priorities; the different roles that are played, I just wanted to point out… Mr. Ike Santos is our 
Federal Programs Administrator and he and his staff are charged with maintaining compliance with 
federal requirements and being the liaison to US Ed with regard to these funds and ensuring that 
they are used for the allowable activities; his office is also, charged with the communications with 
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the private schools as well as the charter schools to ensure that they are consulted with regard to 
their priorities as well. That is part of the equitable services requirement that applies to both the 
Consolidated Grant and the ESF funds. Deputy Joe Sanchez, Deputy Sukola and Deputy Zennie 
are all here. They all play a role. Deputy Sanchez, of course, the curriculum and instruction… many 
of the projects are under his area and So, he can talk about the services on the curriculum side. I 
know that Dr. Kelly and Dr. Zennie… there are projects on their side and they may be able to 
contribute including the parent outreach and as well as Dr. Zennie, her functions… her office 
functions really help us to engage in the procurement, property management and all the associated 
accountability functions when it comes to expending funds being able to receive services. Then 
Frank Cooper-Nurse is our internal auditor and chiefly responsible for the accountability of these 
funds when it comes to audits, when it comes to the internal controls and So, forth. So, if there’s 
any questions on any of those areas, I will be happy to take the lead and I may turn to any of these 
staff members to, you know, provide more detailed information as needed. 
 
So, thank you again for the opportunity. 
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Thank you, Mr. Superintendent. You know, I think… you 
also, to paint a better picture for the people that are watching, for the public and also, for my 
colleagues. Can we just go through each… can we go through the Education Stabilization Fund 
and the way it was distributed through the schools that have a… were awarded a piece of this fund 
and then also, for the Consolidated Grants? How that was broken down with the dollar amount for 
each category?  
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  Okay. So,, let’s start with the Education 
Stabilization Fund. So,, I don’t… I’m hoping that the members of the committee can see the 
attachment with the breakdown of the… of the funding by… basically by educational entity.  
 
So, basically, the allocation of the funds is based on the official 2019 enrollment and therefore with 
the enrollment numbers, each of these schools and districts received their requisite share. Now, 
they do not receive a check in this amount. What they are allocated is a share and a funding level 
based on the… oh, they are able to participate in the activities that are allowed within the grant. 
So,, for instance, if it is … if it has… if it comes to purchasing technology, that… they are… they 
do receive an allocation up to that amount that are able to use based on their priorities for technology 
or protective equipment or other, you know, allowed and approved uses.  
 
So, there’s the breakdown in terms of the total budget of Forty-One Point Five ($41.5) and then 
each of the individual schools you can see where they fall in terms of their allocation.  
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Yes. Can we… is there a way that we can get this, Adam, on 
the screen for the people to see the breakdown… for the public to see the breakdown of the, for 
each school? Or maybe the share screen option? 
 
Okay. While Adam is trying to figure that part out, we’ll move on to the other expenditure. How 
about for the curriculum… colleagues are you able to see the attachment for these… for the ESF 
and the… Okay. Okay, very good. 
 
So, now we are doing the Consolidated Grants and how it is broken down per curriculum. Mr. 
Sanchez any… or Mr. Superintendent can you just walk us through that? 
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  So, yeah… I don’t have it right here but the… 
we do have a similar breakdown of the Thirty-Two Point Three Million Dollars ($32.3 mil) based 
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on school as well. So, it is, and again, it’s by… it’s by enrollment and this is basically monitored 
by US Ed. It is their priority and has been reinforced, and especially with this administration with 
President Trump and Secretary DeVos, you know equitable services is a major priority and issue; 
and really that requires that we have meaningful timely consultation with all of our educational 
partners to inform them of what the activities are and what the grant allows, to get their priorities 
but also, to ensure they are aware that they are entitled to an allocation under these… under both 
the Consolidated Grant and the ESF. So, I don’t have that unless either Mr. Sanchez or Mr. Santos 
has it, but what you have under the consolidated grant budge summary is the breakdown of the 
Thirty-Two Point Three Million Dollars ($32.3 mil) based on the… the five (5) projects areas as 
well as the set aside for state administration; which basically funds the staff to oversee the grant.  
 
So, like… would you like more detail and Mr. Sanchez can take the next… take the lead. 
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:   Yes, Nelson. 
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  Joe, can you maybe walk through any further 
detail on this chart? 
 
Joe Sanchez, Deputy Superintendent of Curriculum & Instruction:  I… Adam, if you can let 
Mr. Santos share his screen, we’ll show it. 
 
Ignacio C. Santos, Federal Programs Administrator:  Please allow us to enable the screen So, 
that we can be able to connect it.  
 
[inaudible] 
 
While Adam is trying to enable, if I may Mr. Superintendent, can I just comment about how the 
amounts are actually Solidified?  
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  Sure. 
 
Ignacio C. Santos, Federal Programs Administrator:  Okay. Madam Chairwoman, as it relates 
to both ESF and the EFSC Grant Fund as well as the Consolidated Grant, every institution is invited 
to participate and submit an acceptable and approvable project application based on the allowable 
uses.  
 
We brief them and we do meaning consultation based on their needs. For example, the charter 
school Guahan Academy, will submit based on their allocation, allowable uses. Their eligible to 
be… to participate based an allocation amount but what they must submit are allowable uses of 
those funds. So, for almost 18 weeks, we will meet with them So, that we can ensure that their 
needs are being addressed and that they also, include meaningful and timely consultation with their 
key stakeholders.  
 
Just because they are allocated a specific amount doesn’t mean they’re going to get everything, 
because they did not meet the requirements of their needs. This is not a wish list or a want list, it’s 
a needs list because it needs to be scrutinized; not just by our office but the Comprehensive Center 
which is contract by the US Department of Education to ensure that the allowable uses of these 
federal funds are supplemental in nature as it relates to the Consolidated Grant. Of what we do, 
before we even allow them to expend their funds, they meet… we meet with them one-on-one to 
go over everything that was approved and they concur that this what they have justified based on 
their needs. So, whatever remains on whatever is not being used, we would ask other institutions; 
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are you sure this… there’s anything else that you may want to include because you may have missed 
out on this or that. In most cases they will say: this is all they’re asking for.  
 
So, those remaining balances will go to the public school to support the requirements or their needs 
based on what they’ve submitted. So, in the table, if you see it says “summary of the category by 
project” or “Thirty-Two Million ($32,000,000.00), these amounts were approved by the US 
Department of Education on the July 2nd; when we received the grant award notification; and if you 
make note, there are four (4) major projects that is… that the Guam Department of Education public 
schools have opted to participate in and then the private non-public schools have noted that these 
are their needs; and in most cases they’re piggy backing on the public schools application; for 
example, technology or professional development. So, they would piggy back when that would be 
their specific share.  
 
As for the state administration, we are only allowed to use five percent (5%) of total amount; to 
include my… the salaries of the staff and any operational needs to support the grant of the Thirty-
Two Million ($32,000,000.00). So, if you noticed, it’s only on the state administration, it’s One 
Point Six Million ($1.6 mil) of the Thirty-Two (32) that I’m eligible to ensure that we comply with 
all federal mandates. The rest have to go to the schools, to the classroom and to the respective entity 
that’s going to implement those activities and it’s very… it’s scrutinized to the T. Even with 
personnel, they must justify in their personnel allocation, why is this person needed and what would 
they be doing. When it goes even with travel, we have to ensure that travel is scrutinized. As result 
of COVID-19, we removed all travel except for specific purposes that… that Superintendent or I 
may have to go to D.C., if we’re required to. But in most cases we’ve opted not to go because of 
the situation, but we did put it in just in the event we’re required to send a representative to represent 
us in those meetings. But not withstanding that, everything has to ensure that they comply with 
allowable, reasonable and allocable requirement of the application. 
 
Any questions So, far.  
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Yes. Thank you, Ike. For the indirect cost of the One Point 
One Million Dollars ($1.1 mil) roughly, what is this indirect cost used for? 
 
Ignacio C. Santos, Federal Programs Administrator:  I… I… 
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  I can answer that. 
 
Yeah. Indirect cost, first of all, to calculate the indirect cost, you have to go through a process with 
the US Department of Interior as well as the US Department of Education to approve both 
unrestricted and restricted rate. So, in the past, I would say probably maybe 10 to 15 years ago at 
least I would say before 2012 when we started to really work to take advantage of the ability to 
recover costs; the GDOE had not been able to take advantage and not gone through the process of 
working with the agencies. So, that now is up to date and So, the latest approved indirect cost is 
nine and half percent (9½%) and that really is to account… it’s almost administrative over to 
account for all support needed to… to support the grant.  
 
So, currently, what that funding is used for in large part is to support personnel costs related to high 
risk areas under… in our relationship with US DOE. So, we’ve utilized those funds to support the 
business office in terms of additional accountants, property management officers, buyers for the 
procurement office and then helping to expand the internal audit office; and that amount comes to 
about maybe two… more than two thirds (2/3), three fourths (3/4) of that amount is accounted for, 
just in personnel costs to cover those areas. So, we didn’t want those costs to come out of the 
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appropriation… our general fund appropriations, but we did want to align it with federal funds high 
risk areas. 
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Understood, but from my understanding the Consolidated 
Grants already provide for those kind of needs and support for the resources within the… I guess 
the awarding of the grant itself. The indirect costs… what exactly is it used for? Are you just hiring 
personnel with this indirect costs and are they full time personnel or are they… 
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  I can clarify… yeah, I’m happy to clarify that. 
So, the… remember the… in the Consolidated Grant, not only is it approving the cost that you see 
here, it also, includes an approval of the indirect costs. So, all of these are federal funds that are 
approved by the federal agency. And So,, the state administration costs are for the direct costs 
associated with the grant compliance and monitoring. It does not cover any procurement related 
activities and account for any of the back of the office indirect services. So, the federal government 
provides that… that indirect cost to recognize that not all these costs are going to be associated with 
state administration and the state administration costs are capped. So, with the One Point One 
Million Dollars ($1.1 mil) in the indirect costs, approximately… I would say approximately Eight 
Hundred – Nine Hundred Thousand ($800,000.00 - $900,000.00) of those dollars are attributed to 
staff who, again, are aligned with our high risk situation. So, as long as our… as far was we’ve 
gone back, it has been our commitment to shore up our capacity to address the financial 
management areas of the department and those employees who have been hired are directly 
associated with those areas. I’m happy to provide you a list of those positions for your edification. 
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Yes. Yes, please Mr. Superintendent because last… last year 
we were going over the Consolidated Grants as well and we never really resolved the dialogue 
between; what is the indirect cost spent for because in that… in that previous hearing, it appeared 
that the indirect costs was being used for travel to support whatever, you know, the program that is 
there, but I would also, under the… with the understanding that indirect costs could be used for 
other areas such as utilities, because it supports the program if it’s like in the…within the school. 
So, I’m just thinking, could there be other ways that we utilize the indirect costs to actually put 
back into the school to directly impact he children in that sense; because, I didn’t see a staffing 
pattern for indirect costs last year. I mean, maybe I might have missed something.  
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  I’m happy to provide that to you after this hearing 
and just to confirm the nature of those hires and, again, I would just argue that our priority is trying 
to get out of this third party fiduciary agent and to use available resources to shore up that capacity 
to replace and take over their capabilities. So,, if you look at, you know, on an ongoing basis, we 
would hope to be able to continue to recover that nine and half percent (9 ½%), around that level 
and of course to be able to use that wisely, again, to shore up… what I would consider… to shore 
up our high risk areas and then when that Two Point One Million or Two Point Five Million Dollars 
($2.5 Mil) comes back to the department and I believe I stated publicly that we like to see that 
amount go directly back to the school. So, hopefully, with this year we’ll see progress in that regard 
So, that we can maintain our capacity and then take that amount from the third party and send it 
directly back to our schools. But I am happy to provide that information to you, updated from the 
indirect cost.  
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Thank you. Ike, did you have Something to say? I see you…  
 
Ignacio C. Santos, Federal Programs Administrator:  Mr. Fernandez is correct and just to 
clarify, the difference of why we… what the indirect costs is for; is to address indirect activities 
and not direct activities. We cannot use the indirect cost funds to support the schools because that’s 
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what the Consolidated Grant is for. It’s only to be used for indirect activities as noted by Mr. 
Super… as the Superintended had noted with regards to all the indirect activities that’s related to 
the grant. So,, indirect payroll, business office, anything that’s dealing indirectly with the grant, is 
allowed to be supported. Any… 
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  I’d like to get… 
 
Ignacio C. Santos, Federal Programs Administrator:  …thing directly related to the schools, is 
what the grant is supposed to support.  
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  So, how about utilities where the program offices rest? 
 
Ignacio C. Santos, Federal Programs Administrator:  The utilities as it relates to the 
consumption here downtown, that’s allowable. Those are allowable uses but as for direct usage of 
the school, that’s a different activity because that’s a direct impact on the grant itself and then you 
go on with supplemental versus supplanting; So, if you use utilities to pay for the school, you’re 
supplanting and then the federal regulation kicks in saying: they can take… they can withhold our 
federal dollars cause you are now supplanting and those are things that we have to ensure that as 
we expend those funds that we adhere to the supplemental versus the supplanting requirements for 
the Consolidated Grant.  
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  If I could… if I could Vice Speaker on that. Just 
to make a note. That… I was going to add… I was going to add that the comments. The 
supplementing versus supplanting rule is a unique rule applied to US Ed. I’m not sure that any other 
federal agency applies it, but the intent… my understanding of the intent of supplement versus the 
supplant; is that it holds the local district and state responsible for providing the core support of 
funding for the school systems and the federal dollars are meant to supplement. So, any time… So,, 
you know, in So, me of our conversations or hearings, people will ask or senators will ask; well 
can’t you use So, me of those funds to, you know, rebuild Simon Sanchez or to pay utilities or to 
hire, you know, your full time certified teachers for your regular classroom; and even though it 
looks like a great Solution because, you know, in the… especially when local resources are tight, 
the federal US DOE will prevent us from taking funding from the federal government in using them 
to cover the required costs of operating the schools system. So, all of the… all of the mandated 
costs, things that you find in the Adequate Education Act, things like textbooks and So, forth; are 
no able to be funded with those Consolidated Grant funds. 
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Yes. I understand that…   
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education: [inaudible] 
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  I’m asking the question because I understand the difference 
between supplemental and supplanting but it was brought up that if the program… this was last 
year and So, I am just reconfirming, that, you know… and I said it as well, you could utilize that 
money to pay for the utilities in central. I guess where the program office is done and So, if you 
utilize that, we can utilize the other... the local funding elsewhere. But I understand and So, we’ll 
just get a breakdown. We’re a little bit limited on time So, I’d like to give my colleagues an 
opportunity to ask questions if that’s okay Mr. Superintendent? 
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  If I could, just one clarification though, Madam 
Vice Speaker, because I think last time we had a conversation, there was a misunderstanding of the 
amount of indirect costs. I just wanted to reconfirm to you, it’s been in the area in about One Point 
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One Million Dollars ($1.1 mil) on an annual basis and not really that much higher. So, I just wanted 
to clarify. We are working with different numbers last time. 
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Yes. Thank you very much and we see that now in the… We 
also, have So, me roll over here. So,, maybe we can just go ahead and close this screen… the … 
and then I’d like to call on anyone. Senator Shelton, do you have any questions? Legislative 
Secretary? 
 
Senator Amanda L. Shelton:  Thank you very much Madam chair. Thank you Mr. Superintendent 
and Mr. Santos for the presentation on the Consolidated Grants. I was wondering if there’s any 
carry over, if the grant allows for carry over, is there an amount that you’re anticipating this year 
and how will that be used in the next year? 
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  So, let me go… I’ll go ahead and turn that over 
to Ike, but just to open up by saying: yes, carry over is allowed within certain parameters and 
number two (2), Sometimes those carry over amounts are affected by things that happen during the 
schools year, you know, with the timing of the grant award, you know again, it used to come in 
really late in the school year and So, it’d be hard… it was hard to kind of unload those funds, but 
yes carry over is allows and then in this particular year because COVID-19 required the 
shutdown… early shutdown of schools. You know, we definitely foresee amounts that are going to 
need to be rolled over and need to be used for the coming activities. So, Ike, you want to clarify the 
amounts for this year? 
 
Ignacio C. Santos, Federal Programs Administrator:  Yes. Thank you Mr. Superintendent. Just 
to clarify your question regarding carry over. Yes, under the federal regulation, the insular areas to 
include Guam. Guam Department of Education, is eligible and we have in the past carried over 
those funds but there’s very clear strict guidelines when we carry over those funds. We’ll have to 
be able to use it base on what the allowable activities are required. An example of such, is what we 
approved in FY20 which is the Consolidated Grant application that was approved in July 2nd, Guam 
time, we will move all those monies that haven’t been expended; contracts that as a result of 
COVID-19, weren’t able to be initiated; any salaries, any supplies-materials that weren’t able to 
expend; and carry all those monies into the FY20. So, in normal cases, we… Ten Million, So, we 
will take that Ten Million and expand that further. One of the areas that the projects have asked us 
use, was to support teaching and learning, for example, the teacher assistants. Using community 
learning schools all the way up until 8 o’clock p.m. Can we be able to use some of those teacher 
assistants till 8 o’clock p.m. to supervise students during the school day and in the evening So, that 
students will be able to access internet services as part of our community learning centers. That’s 
allowable. So, we’re going to… we may be using some of those monies and carrying it over. An 
example also, that they’ve also, asked for, is an increase in the number of technology supplies and 
materials that may not be able to be covered under COVID-19 ESF-SCA.  
 
So, we’re going to expand that further by procuring additional supplies and materials but mind you, 
when you do the carryover, just because you have 10 Million, doesn’t go automatically to the public 
schools. It has to be equitably shared by all educational institutions based on their student 
enrollment and in normal cases 70% will go the public schools and then 30% will go to the private 
non-public and charter schools. So, they will get their equitable share and they must also, submit a 
project and budget narratives based on their needs to justify how they wish to expand those funds. 
This is not a wish list, again. They must, based on their applications, submit again a project and 
budget narrative explaining to our office how they wish to use those funds So, that it addresses two 
things; student learning outcomes and school safety. Did I answer your questions, Senator? 
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Senator Amanda L. Shelton:  Yes. Yes, you did. Thank you very much. I’m glad to hear that 
those funds are able to be used in the new year. So, thank you very much for that and I’m glad to 
hear there is a plan for that and obviously a process to ensure that they’re used correctly. Thank 
you for that. I have another questions about consolidated grants and I know you said that there is a 
possibility to jeopardize some of this grant funding if not used correctly. I’m wondering if there’s 
a possibility for more consolidated… a bigger amount in consolidated grants if we were off of the 
fiduciary status. 
 
Ignacio C. Santos, Federal Programs Administrator:  I’m going to have the Superintendent 
answer that questions because it’s really aligned to the State Chief School Officer’s level as to what 
those requirements are. Sir? 
 
Senator Amanda L. Shelton:  Okay. Thank you.  
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education: We receive our formula grants… the formula 
that… we don’t see any adjustment to the formula based on the federal law due to the requirements 
for a third party but it does require that we invest Two and Half Million Dollars ($2,500,000.00) 
on local funds. You know, it’s been higher, Three Million, Four Million, with regard to, you know, 
those funds that are being provided. So,, I… it doesn’t… I don’t know that it would necessarily 
increase our ability to receive more and especially formula funding, those typically get worked out, 
as you know, by congress but So, long as we’re under it, it’s almost like the ticket to play. You’ve 
got to have that third party there or you won’t access the funds and as we’ve seen in Puerto Rico, 
for instance, they are required to have a third party but because don’t have on in place, we just… 
we see in the news that their CARES funding is kind of being held up until they have that in place. 
So, similar to us, if we did not have that third party that we paid for, we might put in jeopardy 
access to the 30… Thirty-Two Million ($32,000,000.00) in consolidated grant but also, our Special 
Education funding and any other discretionary grants or our ESF grants as well. Our ESF grants 
now are also, falling under that third-party responsibility in terms of the general oversight.  
 
Senator Amanda L. Shelton:  Okay. Thank you very much. Can you just give us a little update 
on what the status is… the visit for them to come and inspect to get off the fiduciary status?  
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  Yes. We very much So,… we had a virtual 
monitoring visit in lieu of their… what was supposed to be a final on-site in April. Because of 
COVID-19, they’re… they weren’t able to come out but we did press on them the need to have 
some type of visit happen So, that we didn’t lose another year and So,, from July 14th to the 16th, 
they were able to conduct virtual monitoring. Which means that they were… we were working 
through Microsoft Teams while in their evening, during our mornings. They worked with the 
Management team as well as the division representatives, staff, focus groups and So, forth to ask 
questions and get clarification in areas under high risk. You know, those areas under our 
reconsideration plan. So, that happened, you know, I guess on the 16th was their last day… their 
exit. We anticipate a more formal response and findings from them, probably within the 30-day 
time period. What we’re hoping as well is that with positive findings, we’re hoping that will impact 
a more formal decision from the Secretary of Education to reduce or remove the Special Conditions 
and also, reduce or remove the third-party fiduciary rule. So,… 
 
Senator Amanda L. Shelton:  Yes, absolutely. I know all off our colleagues here on the line were 
very supportive of the resolution we did previously in the term to support… support that move to 
free up those monies that we’re paying the third-party fiduciary agent So, that we can, you know, 
put it more directly towards the students. So, that’s good news and hopefully we keep moving 
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forward with that. I do have some questions about CARES but I’ll save it for the next round Madam 
Chair. 
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Thank you Senator Shelton, Legislative Secretary. Kelly 
Marsh. 
 
Senator Kelly Marsh Taitano:  Si Yu’os Ma’ase Madam Chair and Si Yu’os Ma’ase to the GDOE 
for such an informative overview. It shows us that there’s quite a bit of activity going on. There’s 
a lot that’s been thought through and I was really pleased to hear about the different programs they 
are addressing… what seemed to be a very thoughtful way. some different elements that have been 
holding back students in connecting them to success after high school or success after college that 
they’re… it’s walking through, giving them support while they’re going through their schooling 
and checking in on their emotional health and well-being and some of those just really important 
things. So,, I was really pleased to see the different programs that are going to be supported with 
the non-public schools and the private schools. So,, it’s good to see that at least in the CARES Act, 
it seems to be broken up by… equitably as you were mentioning by student population and So, 
forth and maybe I too will save some of those questions or later. So, with this one… the Thirty-
Two Million Dollar ($32,000,000.00) consolidated grant, and as I said I really appreciate the 
program. With those that are offered for the private, non-public schools, have you received any 
proposals thus far? I think that you said that you’ve been giving them briefs and you’re available 
for consultations. Have they gotten far enough in their development of programs to have put in a 
proposal yet? 
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  Yeah. I’ll go ahead and start by saying that the 
consultation that they… that we provide is prior to the application being completed. So, not only 
are they given time for consultation, they are also, then required to provide their feedback and their 
priorities and So, forth as part of the application process. So, they are involved in helping to shape 
and to express their priorities. Oh, before we send that in and once it’s approved, they are then 
allowed to access their share of services allocated and approved under the grant. So, that happens 
before the grant is submitted.  
 
Ike. Is there anything you wanted to add to that process? 
 
Ignacio C. Santos, Federal Programs Administrator:  Yes, if I may. The private non-public 
schools have been approved for Two Point Seven Million ($2,700,000.00). The requests that these 
private non-public schools have asked for meet the allowable reasonable and allocable uses of those 
federal funds and it ranges from technology to additional professional development. Each of those 
private non-public schools needs that they’re asking for vary. They really very from their 
objectives. The Office of Catholic Education, they’re really focusing on professional development 
versus ILearn Academy, which is a charter school, is more focused on the technology part or St. 
Paul’s that’s focusing on the technology. So, it really depends on each of the institution’s needs. 
Just like the public schools, they have four main objectives… four main projects and each of those 
projects are very, very specific and it has to be justified. These are not wish lists. It must meet the 
requirements and we will go back to them, can we see who you included as part of your stakeholders 
input. So, everything is documented received and then compiled and transmitted to the US 
Department of Education once the Superintendent signs off. Then it’s vetted, US will vet and then 
one of the main things that they will ask for is the word… we need some assurances that you are 
not supplanting. So, all of that is all put into it to ensure that we meet with those requirements. Can 
I have Mr. Joe Sanchez talk about the projects very specific to the public schools. Mr. Sanchez. 
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Joe Sanchez, Deputy Superintendent of Curriculum & Instruction:  Hi. I just wanted to add 
also, this… this is Joe Sanchez from Curriculum and Instruction, that part of what we do when we 
support the private non-public schools is walk them through our process… the process that the 
DOE goes through with regards to our State Strategic Plan. Although each of the non-public schools 
kind of are governed by their own rules with regard to strategic planning, the DOE must have a 
strategic plan in place in which all of our projects are aligned to the goals and objectives and 
strategies of that plan. So, the one thing that we recommend with all of the other schools as well as 
in that they have either a strategic plan or at least… at least a school action plan that they can lean 
towards and then they can pick out what are the specific strategies or activities that they would like 
to have supported through the consolidated grant, because one of the things that we don’t… we 
don’t recommend is we don’t recommend random requests like, you know, we… hey we want a 
bunch of computers and just purchase a bunch of computers. All of those purchases will need to be 
attached to some of what we hope are a longer term… term strategies and in the case of the 
consolidated grant, the US Department of Education has turned it into a three-year grant cycle. 
Before, it used to be annual, which as you can imagine, is… isn’t really a good thing when you’re 
looking at long-term planning because you kind of tend to change things every year and So, forth 
but now it’s a three-year grant cycle and we’ve then been aligning kind of our strategic planning 
through those… those three-year cycles So, that we can see what we want to achieve over the course 
of three years. That’s kind of the same approach that we’ve taken with the private non-profit 
schools, is encouraging them to have kind of a longer term strategic plan that they can then identify 
specific activities within each of their plans that can be supported to the... to the CG.  
 
Senator Kelly Marsh Taitano:  Si Yu’os Ma’ase for those explanations. It’s really good to hear 
that it’s connected to the strategic plans and as you said, building… building for those or towards 
those long term goals. So, does that mean when you see a three-year plan, they have three years to 
spend this money or this is the first allotment of their three-year plan? 
 
Ignacio C. Santos, Federal Programs Administrator:  If I may Senator, it’s year to year. So, the 
Thirty-One… Thirty-Two Million ($32,000,000.00) that’s been awarded for the FY20 consolidated 
grant is specific to the Thirty-Two Million ($32,000,000.00) that must be expended within that 
year. Next year may be a different… maybe a… a… an additional amount of Thirty-Two or Thirty-
Three or maybe Thirty Million ($30,000,000.00), depending on what Congress passes. All of the 
monies are all contingent on what Congress passes. The insular area at least, where Guam is 
concerned, Guam gets the largest amount and we rightfully fought for that because prior to that, it 
used to be the Virgin Islands getting more and I asked the question. Why is Virgin Islands getting 
more than Guam and Guam has more students? So, I challenged them regarding our… our previous 
census on the 2010 and lo and behold they said “yes you are correct” and they gave us additional 
funds for that. So, it’s very critical, as we tie in the 2020, that we really and try to ensure that we 
maximize our census data So, that we can get those federal funds. That is a true remark when they 
comment that it really is all contingent on federal funds, the census is a critical component, but as 
you noted, your question. All those funds are every year, the… and what US Ed has asked us is this 
first year, it’s a one of three years… the first part is the planning stage, second year is the 
implementation and then the third year is the implementation and review to see whether we need 
to change our direction: is it working or is it not working, what do we need to do to beef it up 
further. So, those are what we’re looking at for the first, second and third year as we start moving 
forward.  
 
Senator Kelly Marsh Taitano:  I see. That helps me understand that three-year process and again 
it seems very well thought out that it’s going to hopefully allow for some real success in these 
programs and in these goals. So,, is it true also, when we’re talking about these funds for the private 
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non-public schools, that if they don’t utilize their full allocation, there may be carryover or they 
may be offered again in an equitable way just to make sure that they all get used? 
 
Ignacio C. Santos, Federal Programs Administrator:  Every quarter, every institution and 
project must submit to our office, based on the State School Officer or the Superintendent of 
Education directive, a quarterly report. That quarterly report deals with two parts; programmatic 
and the administrative or the budget requirements. We look at every quarter to see whether they’re 
in target, whether they’re expending their funds, whether they’re not spending their funds and we 
ask the question, what is going here. What is happening because, especially in July this time of 
year, we should be able to close things out and if they haven’t closed it out, we ask the question, 
what happened. So, they would either give us a rational saying, you know, we want to tie it in or, 
you know, it’s just too late, can we just go on to carry it over; and if it is carried over, we have to 
put everything in a big pot and then reapportion it based on equitable participation So, that every 
institution that participates get a fair share of it. So, that’s how it works. 
 
Senator Kelly Marsh Taitano:  Si Yu’os Ma’ase for the answers and thank you Madam Speaker 
for letting me ask those questions and then when you get to the CARES Act round, I’ll have another 
question or two.  
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Thank you Senator Marsh. Senator Sabina Perez. Si Yu’os 
Ma’ase.  
 
Senator Sabina Flores Perez:  Si Yu’os Ma’ase Madam Chair. I do appreciate the information 
hearing. It is great to get this information from DOE. So, thank you to DOE as well. I’m interested 
in learning more about, I guess, it was great to hear the explanation regarding the process for 
consolidated grants and So, I know I’ve been in conversation with several of you regarding, you 
know, possible… possibly doing anew programming. I’m just wondering what’s the flexibility 
allowed for such a thing, you know. I know you’re saying it was tied to state… state goals but how 
much can you change, you know, program per se and not violate any of the federal requirements.  
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  I know some of the discussion that we’ve had, 
So, you know, it’s… it’s changed versus how it was in the past where we were talking about year-
to-year applications. Now we’re really looking at trying to, you know, look at three-year cycles So, 
that we can maintain consistency. We can ensure that we can start to track and measure outcomes 
and then using those outcomes and form our next strategies. So,, we really do appreciate the focus 
and work with US Ed to make sure that they’re really outcomes driven, evidenced-based and So, 
forth.  
 
So, when it comes to new ideas that it’s not that they aren’t welcome or innovation is not welcome, 
it’s probably going to take a couple of things; one is that it will tie in to the strategic direction of 
the department and in the areas where the department has been working on, or potentially become 
Something added on to that strategic direction, but it does require that it go through some scrutiny. 
So, we’re not just chasing the next good idea and then abandoning it in six months and So, forth. 
So,, it’s good that we have conversations with our stakeholders and that includes all of you as 
elected officials and then once it’s in the plan it becomes easier to fund and easier to open the door 
to new ideas. So,, if we’re looking at STEM, if we’re looking at career… looking at the career 
direction for students, whatever the area is. If we can find an area where those ideas really latch on 
and make sense, then it helps us with regard to US Ed to show that it is in furtherance of the 
department’s goals and will contribute and be measurable in the outcomes that we had determined. 
Now, and then of course, beyond that we also, look to ensure that we have buy-in from those who 
are going to implement it So, a lot of the consultation that goes on with administrators, with the 
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teachers, leaders, with our other department, our private non-profit partners and So, forth, we have 
those consultations to ensure that whatever we’re doing, there is capacity within the schools and 
ownership of the schools to make you know… to make those things happen and to give it more of 
a chance of success. So, that’s why we… that stakeholder… that stakeholder involvement in both 
setting the strategic plan and also, getting involved in the consolidated grant process is… is helpful. 
We’ve also, expanded that to get parent input and other input from our… from our school 
community stakeholders through various… variety of surveys to help, again, determine the types 
of activities that make sense to us going forward. Joe, I don’t know… I mean anything else? I know 
that you spend your time thinking through the strategic direction of some of your projects.  
 
I’m Sorry they’re in the other studio. There you go.  
 
Joe Sanchez, Deputy Superintendent of Curriculum & Instruction:  Yeah no. I… because 
that’s… that’s what we’ve kind of done over… over the years. I mean, if we think back about 
seven… seven to eight years ago, a lot of our projects were kind of disconnected. They almost 
seemed, you know, like random activities and we knew that we saw a couple of things we saw that 
there needed to be a greater alignment between the activities and what the teachers and the schools 
were doing, you know, at their site. We also, saw that there was a need to align the types of services 
that are provided to particular groups of students. So, for example, students who needed special 
assistance, whether it be credit recovery or just failing classes throughout the course of the year, 
and we wanted to make sure all of those projects were put together… kind of in a more… in a more 
comprehensive package and then, as I mentioned earlier, one of the challenges that we also, had 
previous years was that the strategic planning was really short term and it was more like, okay, 
what are we going to finish this year and then the following year there’s kind of like a different 
focus.  
 
So, those… those three things really are what we use now to kind of govern our design; is we think 
longer term, we obtain greater input from more stakeholders and, you know, the activities that… 
that we have… have found to be successful, you know, where the schools identify, the teachers 
identify, or even the students identify have been successful. We try to increase those and put more 
resources to those particular areas and the ones that either… either don’t seem to be as successful, 
we try to rethink whether or not it’s Something we want to continue or we, yeah, we try to re-
strategize how to improve those. So, I think our… our feedback loop between the schools and the 
students and the community is a little bit… a lot quicker.  
 
Our projects also, leverage one another. So, I’ll give you… I’ll give you an example; when we 
moved into this… this COVID, you know, situation, I think under normal circumstances that it 
would have been difficult to, you know, utilize the resources of multiple projects if we didn’t have 
this alignment; but what happened is… is part of the reason why we were able to design our ESF 
strategy, the COVID strategy. The resources was because all of our projects were already geared 
towards technology. They were already geared toward professional development. We already built 
that capacity So, we were able to take those resources and those activities, look at what we were 
missing or, you know, what we wanted to purchase more computers, can we put into the ESF and 
then we put all of those activities that we weren’t able to afford in the consolidated grant into the 
ESF and… and our… our project people right now in fact as we speak, we have a teacher training 
and I think there’s about 400 teachers that are being trained right now at this moment logged onto 
our system. The only way that that was possible was because of this alignment that we’ve had, you 
know, over the last couple of years. So, it’s really made our planning real smooth as well as our 
implementation. 
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Ignacio C. Santos, Federal Programs Administrator:  If I may Senator Perez, you know one of 
the areas that you talked about with; can we ensure that if we… if there was a proj… a program 
and just to clarify the program is the grant itself, the projects are the activities that each of the 
initiatives that the department has opted for and then there’s many different activities under those 
projects. And So,, as you wish to implement new activities, we ask that you strategize with school 
administrators and teachers because that’s where things come from. That’s where the rubber really 
meets the road. Teachers will say “I like this idea”. I said, “Can you get a group of teachers and 
we’ll work with curriculum instruction and see how we can be able to provide that support”. An 
example of such was the teacher assistant. About six years ago it was only limited to… for a 
kindergarten, first grade, second grade, then we expanded and moved the TAs, teacher assistants, 
to the third, fourth and fifth grade and guess what we’re doing it now. We found out that we need 
to now streamline that and now that the TAs are in the middle schools and high schools to provide 
the support to teachers So, that students who are struggling are able and be afforded that opportunity 
to have support with teacher assistants.  
 
So, we regrouped, we thought of the ideas and started to say, okay, how do we go about it because 
every activity that’s in the grant application is required by US Ed and our office to be measurable. 
There has to be some measurement to determine what type of outcome are we looking at and what 
outcomes has to be clearly articulated in the application. If they can’t articulate it, it will not be 
funded. So, everything that is being requested for is not only measured but… ensuring that the 
outcome meets with their expectations. So, everything is aligned and insured and just for your 
information, the consolidated grant application can be found on the GDOE website under federal 
programs. So, all that is available and is available for the public’s view.  
 
 
Senator Sabina Flores Perez:  Si Yu’os Ma’ase.  That… I’ll definitely look into that and thank 
you for all the input. I appreciated it. Thank you Madam Chair.  
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Thank you Senator Perez. Senator Torres thank you for your 
patience. Do you have any questions? 
 
Senator Mary Camacho Torres:  Yes. I just had a question to the Superintendent. In your written 
testimony you and what you provided today, you talked about expanding the distant learning 
platform, you know, the expansions of distant learning and modified learning platforms. You also, 
touched upon the area about US Ed consolidated grant awards, the curriculum and instructional 
quality development. My question is specific to teachers because there’s a lot of discussion about 
what we’re doing to accommodate the students and allow them to have an education this coming 
school year but what is it specifically that you’re doing to ensure that the teachers are also, 
adequately prepared to go into whatever platform and be effective?  So, if you could just answer 
that, I’d appreciated it.  
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  Right. So, it’s always been… I know… at least I 
know that in my time here and in very close conversation with Joe Sanchez as well. We’ve always 
put a premium on professional development and what that means and how do we… how do we 
invest in that professional development, where is… where are we headed with professional 
development. You know, it can’t just be chasing one, you know, again, you know, working on one 
area and then all of a sudden abandoning it for the next trend in PD. So,, I really pressed, you know, 
the curriculum and instruction folks to think about the supports that teachers need to be able to 
address the needs of our students today. So, technology has been a part of that I think. I believe the 
Board, it was just maybe, I mean. It was earlier this year, I’m losing track of time, but I know that 
the Board recently approved the technology standards to really kind of be clear about what our 
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students needed to learn and how those standards are… get addressed by our teachers and then 
we’ve been really investing in more of our teachers. I’m just talking specifically about technology 
being more… giving them more opportunities to not just learn and to see what’s out there in terms 
of educational technology but also, to have an opportunity not just to participate in development of 
standards 
but also, to participate in training for their fellow teachers.  
 
Now the shift that we're making this year is really, you know again, accelerates all of that, you 
know, discussion because we might have been thinking about a building on a cycle… a three-year 
cycle… all of a sudden early on we were told, you know… we were told to be prepared for COVID-
19 environment and prior to being… honestly…  prior to being aware that we were going to get 
these ESF funds, we were already starting to work through how might we change the consolidated 
grant to really double down and to expand our approach to online education and distance learning 
already. So, we had a lot of that discussion early on. Luckily the ESF funds have come through 
which will allow us to… to more quickly move in that direction but what we're doing right now is 
we're having to accelerate and, you know, some of the training that's needed to adjust to this new 
environment.  
 
So, that started last week and I guess it can… it's going to be ongoing even if we're, during the 
summer, we're still getting a lot of good feedback from our teachers, our teacher leaders, our 
administrators and then when we get back to the school year the proposal on the Board… On the 
table for tomorrow before the Board will be to possibly push the school year… the class… the first 
day of classes back several days So, that we can allow for those first… that first week of the school 
year to again… be training not just on the… on the technology but also, on of course on safety and 
other issues. So, Joe could you just kind of maybe just give some detail to the types of training that 
are currently being offered to our teachers right now. I know last Monday up to today we've been 
having regular sessions for the teachers to participate in. 
 
Senator Mary Camacho Torres:  And Joe if you may also, talk a little bit about, you know, the 
equipment itself. I mean understanding how to work technology versus sharing computers at home 
with teachers who also, are parents with students, you know. That's… that's the practicality that 
I'm… I'm kind of talking about.  
 
Joe Sanchez, Deputy Superintendent of Curriculum & Instruction:  Yes absolutely as the 
Superintendent noted a lot of the support revolves around our kind of our plan for professional 
Development and ongoing supports at the school site. So, the schools over the last couple of years 
are familiar with how we utilize what's called the professional learning communities model. Yeah 
it's a real simple idea but very powerful in that it brings teachers together to work on different, you 
know… different tasks curriculum projects, share instructional strategies, clarify the content of the 
curriculum and really give them gives them a chance to kind of talk through some of the work 
that… or some of the strategies that they're being trained on. We've taken this particular model now 
and used it as kind of the basis for our work for COVID in general. So, we have what are called 
school leadership teams and the school leadership teams are comprised of… and then of course by 
the principal and the assistant principals, but teacher teams where you have the department chairs, 
grade level representatives, the counselors, the nurses, the librarians and you know anybody else in 
the school who has like specific leadership roles; So, that they can come together and develop their 
school-based plan as well as their, you know… their implementation plan for… for the school year.  
 
Now of course those plans are kind of broadly separated into the school safety plans under the 
curriculum and distance learning piece. Now as… as they noted, we started training last week and 
you know I just want to use this as an opportunity to give kudos to our teachers because as we try 
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to acknowledge they're actually on summer break So, we're not … we're not paying them any 
additional money to come in over the summer. So, we let them know that this is all kind of voluntary 
and they're not required to come in but So, far we have not had one empty session. I mean we… 
these teachers are volunteering and they're coming in and they're attending the training sessions. In 
fact, the volume of people signing up, you know… we have a limit of 500 in our zoom conference 
sessions and we hit that limit So,… So, every time we hit the limit of 500… everyone the number 
501 or 502, they get they get either kicked off or they don't get allowed to come in. So, that's what 
prompted us to make sure that we have training this week and we have training again next week 
and we believe that we're going to hit at least you know 70% of our entire teaching staff before the 
school year starts.  
 
So, we're training them on things like the use of technology or training them on the different models 
of learning; and how to design their specific school programs with each one of those different 
models; as well as also, acknowledging that it's not really just technology. So, I'll give you an 
example. With the online piece or even the hard copy piece, part of it is really just transmitting the 
information. So, if you transmit the information via email or through some online system versus 
the hard copy, the content is actually going to be the same because we're working very hard to make 
sure that all three of the models have an aligned content. So, the… the priority standards, the skills 
that are being taught are going to be the same for all three models whether or not they're technology 
based or whether or not their… their hard copy.  
 
So, part of the supports for teachers and families is also, utilizing the hard copy component of the 
curriculum; whether that be copies of the material that they have to read or in kind of a longer… a 
longer term… plan like we're looking at maybe one or two months is when the hard copy materials 
arrive. So, we're ordering textbooks for every student in English, Language Arts, in Math and then 
Science and if there's enough funding left over we're going to do the same thing for Social Studies, 
but it looks like we have enough money for English Language Arts. It looks like we have enough 
money for Math. So, every student will have a hard copy textbook and a hard copy workbook that 
they that they take home. So, you know our curriculum is going to be broad. It's not just technology 
based, it's also, going to be hard copy based So, that the students not only have the technology 
access but they also, have the hard copies that they could look through as well.  
 
With regards to support to the families, part of the training modules is also, training modules for 
parents and students. So, we're creating… creating modules where it shows the parents and the kids 
how to utilize the platforms that we have and one thing that's really… really good about our system 
is, you know, we're using the Google Suite. So, anybody with a Gmail account can actually access 
the same, you know… the same content, the same… same Software that we use. Our GDOE email, 
of course, is what our students are going to be accessing that with. We will have… we're creating 
like small modules for parents that they can actually look through and we'll kind of provide that to 
the schools as well. So, they can… they can take that same training and extend it to their parents 
and their students as well over the course of, you know, the first couple of weeks and if I can if I 
can just close.  
 
A closing comment here is; we intend to spend the first few weeks supporting the families and 
working directly with them to make sure that they're not only aware and able to utilize the 
technology but even the families who are availing of the hard copy piece, is how can we support 
them in structuring their day, setting up a schedule, making sure that there's communication 
between the teachers and the students and their families So, there's a regular routine where they can 
access assistance. Because one of the things that we are very concerned about and this has been, 
you know, stated through a number of articles not just throughout the mainland, but you know 
anytime they talk about alternative approaches like this, is it's very easy to lose the families or it's 
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very easy to lose the students in distance learning strategies. Where sometimes if the work gets too 
hard or the work gets too stressful, they just… they just stop logging on or they just stop doing the 
work and then the school doesn't know where they are. Like we don't know where the students are, 
we don't know where the parents are So, we want to make sure that we monitor and maintain that 
school connection with the families. I hope that addresses… 
 
Senator Mary Camacho Torres:  It does to some degree but I was hoping that you would say that 
DOE… GDOE is going to ensure that teachers have adequate laptops or computer systems as well 
dedicated their jobs. That… that I think is important because we know that teachers traditionally 
have expressed that they have to supplement a lot of times, you know, their ability to… even in the 
classroom, to hold classes but… The other thing though that…  
 
One thought that I want to bring up and I’m sure, you know. I appreciate Joe your explanation 
because one of the concerns that I have as we… as we listen to all of this, is whether we are headed 
to an environment where Social promotion may be a by-product of these new platforms and that's 
what I worry the most about. So, the fact that you have hard copy backups and certain protocols to 
ensure that there's uniformity from an in-classroom to a distant learning platform is there because 
that… That I think is one of the biggest fears many of us have; is… are the kids just going to be 
shuttled along and promoted without a true… an adequate educational experience but, you know, 
you're the experts I’m not I’m just throwing it in there. 
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  Senator, I wanted to just add. I mean I do share 
your concern about some of the… the risks of this shift happening with regard to going to distance 
learning and especially doing it in the way that we and many other school districts and states are 
doing at the same time. It’s such a massive shift without knowing and fully appreciating the 
potential consequences. So, there is that uncertainty out there and of course we talked about that, 
you know, we're already anticipating a lot of those discussions about how we assess the quality of 
education being provided.  
 
Now the caveat here is that in this shift, we've been very clear that the number one priority is safety. 
So, it's… it is safety, it is the physical distancing and the requirements at the school level that 
drive… that are driving this need for distance learning in such a… in such a massive way this 
school year. We are not making the argument that we believe that distance learning will replace 
face-to-face instruction. We don't believe that's the case. We do believe face-to-face instruction is 
important. The social interaction of students is important. Having students back at school where 
they're able to take... to avail themselves of all the supports that are provided at school with regard 
to, you know, food support, school nursing, counseling and So, forth. So, that's our goal. We want 
to see that happen under, you know… under some circumstance, if we can get back to that, but due 
to the safety measures where we're starting off at this point is as parents have indicated their 
preference. They've indicated, you know…  70%... 65% of our… of our respondents So, far, and 
this is out of 18,000 responses, have indicated a preference to stay at home. Which is one of the 
challenges we have to also, overcome. Even as we open our doors, the facts…  the fact that parents 
don't yet feel safe sending kids back to school is really going to take time for us to make sure that 
we can provide that assurance of safety and hopefully the public health environment improves.  
 
But as we go along and as we do bring students back into school, which is what again our goal, I 
think what Joe is mentioning and has said before we don't want to lose what we learn from this 
massive work to implement online learning going forward. We do want that to be a part of the 
options that are available to students. We don't want social promotion to be the consequence. We 
want to make sure that online learning supplements what they do in the classroom. So, this will be 
a year where we learn what works but just… I do want to just assure you we are fearful that not 
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fearful but we are concerned that we… we stay vigilant and understanding that shifting to online 
doesn't mean that we simply… that we can guarantee the same quality of the education being 
provided. So, we're going to need to monitor that, ensure that our teachers are comfortable in 
delivering under any model. Then as we assess student progress, we have to really make sure that 
we pay attention to what happens when students are in the classroom versus on a computer versus 
hard copies because that's where the equity issues will be raised.  
 
I guess my biggest personal concern is those… those families that have not responded to our survey 
yet, who are not connected back to the school system yet, who are not yet you know engaged; are 
likely to be those households where we're going to really have to make sure they don't get left 
behind as we, you know, as we deal with the safety and distance learning requirements. So, I just 
we just want to let you know we are taking that you know to heart  
 
Senator Mary Camacho Torres:  Thank you very much for your candor. I truly appreciate it. 
Thank you, Madam Chair.  
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  Thank you, Senator. 
 
Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Thank you, Senator Torres. Those are excellent questions. 
We'll move forward with the CARES ACT. I believe some of our colleagues had some questions 
So, we'll start with you Kelly.  Senator Kelly. 
 
Senator Kelly Marsh Taitano:  Si Yu’os Ma’ase Madam Chair. It was very good to hear this 
discussion. 
Other people's questions have been really important to hear through these processes because it's a 
lot for them to formulate, it's a lot for us to absorb and it will be for the parents and the students as 
well. So, with some of that, it was very good to hear that the first few weeks are going to be about 
laying out a very strong or as strong as you can get foundation it's going to take a lot of adjustment 
as you were saying and So, that really clarifies in my mind what those first few weeks are going to 
be about.  
 
Are there a faculty or personnel that you have identified already or will be hiring that continue to 
keep up with those families?  I believe… I believe we've heard a little bit in the media that you're 
going to have people assigned to those families that are harder to communicate with to have people 
go out and check on them So, yeah. Do you have these different people in place to check on all 
these families as they go along?  
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  I can… I let me let me start off. We do have a 
unit that does the parent outreach and it is part of our strategic plan to continue to reach out to 
families, you know who are… all families at risk right, I mean are high-risk students as well. So, 
let me ask. I know Doris Bukikosa heads our…heads that unit. I guess I would say that in this 
particular environment though that that need becomes greater So, we're probably you know going 
to be tapped in terms of capacity. I mean we don't you know, again… when it before COVID-19 
there were students at risk there were families already at risk that we needed to attend to and we 
kind of look at their attendance issues, disciplinary issues and So, forth to identify those families 
that needs a certain need of services and then we deploy our folks to try to reach out and see what 
we can do to improve that family and school relationship. But you know what… what do we expect 
this year, we're only, you know… I guess we're just going to start to learn but we anticipate that the 
broad economic challenges, the financial challenges of our families has worsened over the past few 
months.  
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The public health challenge, the prolonged iSo,laisolationprolonged shutdown has affected our 
students in different ways and a much larger number of students. So, as part of this I think that's 
the task at hand and Doris is in charge of that project So, she can maybe give a little bit more as to 
what the plans are at this point preparing for the coming school year. Doris. 
 
Ms. Doris Bukikosa, Project Manager:  Good afternoon everyone. Thank you for the opportunity 
to explain what our plans are. With the Student Parent Community Engagement Project, at least 
that's the name of our project at this point in time, we do, as the Superintendent mentioned, have 
12 teams of social workers and community program aides. We do work collaboratively with our 
school attendance officers and school resource officers, at least the GDOE employees and prior to 
COVID, we were working together to… I don't want to say, track down but go out and find families 
if they had not been in attendance or having challenges accessing educational you know… their 
education for their children. Also, providing social supports and determining basic needs that may 
be required in anticipation of our return for, you know with the COVID-19. We had actually started 
some planning. One is, as early as next week, we actually are planning to go out to the homes 
working collaboratively with the schools for the first population; meaning those that are face to 
face. The reason for this is to make sure, of course, that these parents who have either not responded 
to the kind of model that they're going to use for instruction, ensuring that the parents know about 
sending their children every third day and then reaching out to those eventually with the 100% 
online; especially if they are not logging on or having any kind of interaction or responses with 
teachers; and then of course those that are choosing the hard copy. Again, if they're not picking up 
the materials, not So, much going out to distribute them but to follow up with them is there some 
kind of challenge, did they really need to be reconsidered for a different learning model and it's just 
not working for them.  
 
We definitely want to keep open communication with our families because we don't want anyone 
to fall through the cracks and then just have no education for the entire school year. I hope that at 
least gives you some idea of our plans to open up. We do understand there's going to be a lot of 
challenges, a lot of social needs. you know again, not to stress any additional challenges but about 
half of my staff is currently assigned to public health assisting with the COVID-19 and I see Dr. 
Sukola is also, there. We have asked the Governor as well as Public Health… do we have an 
expected return date because of course I’d love to be fully staffed otherwise I too am short of staff 
and challenged at this point.  
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  Yeah. As part of our return to the school year, 
we are requesting for our social workers back and I know that they actually have been very useful 
as part of the quarantining process just based on the training and experience that that our social 
workers get in our schools already. So, they've been very quick to be able to take charge. 
Unfortunately, though, if that's going to be a prolonged operation, if this is you know… whether 
we're going to see this quarantining operation or screening of people over the course of the year, 
the discussion is whether we can return employees and they maybe stand up a more permanent unit 
on that side for the government to maintain that operation. So, because we know that our schools 
are going to need our social workers back for those very purposes that Doris spoke about.  
 
Senator Kelly Marsh Taitano:  Absolutely. So, it's good to hear what the plans are that are in 
place and the details about that unit and I really responded to what you were saying about with 
distance learning and you know even the… well the different forms of it both online and taking the 
hard copies home. It can be easy to lose students. I've taught online classes before and there was a 
lot of energy put into trying to like mix it up all the time because even at the university level they 
can drift away. So, is that part of what this unit would do or is there Someone else? Well I guess 
the way that I’m thinking about this is a little differently. So, I can see how the unit you described 
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would fit in here but I have heard that for training you had people from UOG who were the exact 
same ones I worked with who really helped that were part of the training. from what I heard it was 
very very successful, very helpful. is there going to be Somebody who can check in on these 
teachers who may be experiencing the need to figure out how to mix things up or to keep it 
interesting or keep that hook-in connection with students? is there somebody who can go around 
and help them because it's a very large learning curve having gone through some of it myself. So, 
I understand to a degree what they're going through. 
 
Joe Sanchez, Deputy Superintendent of Curriculum & Instruction:  Yes… yes. Thank you So, 
one of the supports that we received was from the University of Guam and trained our teachers on 
Moodle, which is one of the learning platforms. We decided to use one of… one of two learning 
platforms one is google classroom, which is currently available at all grade levels and the second 
one is Moodle, which is primarily used at the University and the Guam Community College and is 
probably the, from my understanding, the more popular one in a lot of the mainland colleges. So, 
we decided to also, include that as a learning platform option and UOG was kind enough to provide 
us supports in a number of areas; one is the initial training on how to use that learning platform, 
plus also, how to set up a system internally because you kind of need to have your own servers and 
whatnot. So, they're providing us that… that technical assistance and we're very appreciative of 
that.  
 
With regards to the implementation at all school levels, we have funded through our consolidated 
grant our instructional coaches. So, our instructional coaches are our teachers… they're teacher-
certified individuals who now work at the… at the district level who are now providing the training. 
So, they are the ones who are providing the initial training to teachers and then from there on they're 
going to be providing the additional support. So, they have their own structure for professional 
development. We train the ICs,  which what you call them and they spend time working with each 
other on developing the training modules and then based on the training modules and they're listed 
down in terms of utilization of technology tools; Microsoft Office strategies for supporting special 
education and English learners, strategies for supporting families as well as what we are calling the 
priority standard skills and topics process, which is… which is really the process that allows us to 
align the content of each content area through all of the different models that we have.  
 
So, based on that framework, that's what our instructional coaches use to support both the schools 
in terms of their school leadership team and the principals as well as the teachers. So, that's, you 
know… it's either they're going to need help in either the online platform, they're going to need 
help with Microsoft Office, they're going to need help with Google Classroom or the other Google 
applications or they're going to need help with the parental and student support. So, based on those 
kind of areas is where we're going to be providing that regular training and as I noted the initial 
training that we're taking… that's taking place right now, is really our intent is to reach at least 70% 
to 80% of the teachers before they start the school year to at least start them off.  
 
You know one of the things that we've done is we've actually looked at implementation in terms of 
phases. Now granted in all situations you're going to have some teachers that are advanced and 
they're our way ahead and they're like, “You know Joe, we don't have to wait for you. We're going 
to go ahead and implement some of these tools in a much faster rate”, but then there are those that 
are going to need to take more time and we've spoken to the schools about how different groups of 
teachers can take more time in certain areas where they're not comfortable with the platform yet 
and they've… they are kind of assigned to be an online teacher.  
 
Well they don't have to start with a platform. They can start with basic email and communicating 
with the families making sure that their video conferencing system is set up, making sure that they 
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have the internet connectivity at the home, making sure they have their email addresses. So, that's… 
So, we broke it up into phases where it doesn't necessarily have to jump into the advanced phase of 
the implementation they can actually start off much slower; which we think is not bad because you 
know the families too are going to need a substantial amount of time to get up to speed with utilizing 
all the different tools that are available.  
 
Senator Kelly Marsh Taitano:  Yes. There's a learning curve in and as you mentioned there are 
basic things that everybody can start with and then by the end of the year I’m sure everybody will 
have advanced. So, it's good to see or hear that there are some of that support that will be continuing 
throughout the year.  
 
So, with that… I had asked during the budget with the mayor's offices and now we're going to be 
having some access to the libraries once they're finished with helping the Department of Labor with 
the PUA program, is… has there been further research into using those areas as any So,rt of either 
just digital connection or as an educational hub where it can be a more localized spot where they 
can gather together a little bit to connect to the internet or even connect to So,mebody there. 
 
Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  So, if I could start it and you know, Joe has 
spoken before publicly about the concept of the community learning centers. So,, you know as Vice 
Speaker Nelson said there is Twelve and a Half Million Dollars ($12, 500,000.00) that the Governor 
has under her purview relative to education support. And what we've done to help address that 
the… the potential use of those funds, is we issued a Request for Information to our internet service 
providers. That was…  that I believe the submissions were due maybe a week or So, ago and what's 
happening now is our ongoing conversations with those providers directly and this… and the…  
this is for GDOE, GCC and UOG. The point of the Request for Information was to work with the 
internet service providers on the various strategies and options for addressing village internet 
access. The focus for GDOE has been on our campuses, on looking at equipment, supporting new 
platforms, supporting distance learning and again shoring up the technology use for our schools but 
we're hoping that there will be some village focus for the funds that are going to be used by the 
Governor. So, we are… this week we are in those conversations with the providers and based on 
those conversations we will make a recommendation to the Governor as to the use of those 
resources to shore up that connectivity and we hope that will incorporate the use as well of public 
facilities that might be available as community learning centers. Joe just a little bit more than the 
learning center concept that you talked about earlier with the mayors. 
 
Joe Sanchez, Deputy Superintendent of Curriculum & Instruction:  Thank you, sir.  
 
So, yes. Our Community Learning Center Plan has to do with, as you probably know, opening the 
schools in the evening and we're looking at 20 sites right now...  20 different schools and we were 
trying to be very strategic about that. We basically took a… we basically took a map and tried to 
identify some of the schools that are in particular spots throughout the island where a majority of 
the folks could be able to access; either walking distance or an easy drive to that location. The intent 
is… we are… we are strengthening the signal from all the… to into the cafeterias and even into… 
the into the parking lots where we hope that we're able… again it really depends on the 
configuration of the school, where they can set up tables on the outside where individuals can… as 
well as the Cafeteria… where individuals can utilize their equipment. So, they do have equipment 
and they need to access a Wi-Fi signal, they can do So,. If they don't have the equipment, we have 
enough computers that we can lay out strategically with; either in the cafeteria or maybe some 
outside areas where you know social distancing is still allowed; but we and…  
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The intent there too is they don't they don't necessarily have to go to their school, you know, because 
we know that sometimes especially the middle schools and high schools, they're not… they're not 
walking distance to their… the school that they attend, but most villages, I’m not mistaken, all 
villages have a school that they can walk to. So, the example that I use is my village of Agana 
Heights is, if I’m a high school student or a middle school student who lives in a Agana Heights… 
Agana Heights is actually one of those Community Learning Centers that we've identified including 
CL Taitano; So, they can either go to CL Taitano or Agana Heights Elementary School and access 
the Wi-Fi signal there or utilize the… utilize the computers.  

So, that's kind of our biggest effort at this point. We do have some longer term plans that will be 
initiated sometime in January that we're trying to start up in later on this semester; is talking again 
with the mayors to make sure that we have those community hot spots. our hope is that that can be 
taken care of initially by the Governor's Office funding but if that if that's funding, that for whatever 
reason, that doesn't go through we can try to utilize our consolidated grant funding to do that 
instead.  

Additionally, is working with some of the housing areas that have a large percentage of our students 
who may have challenges accessing the internet. We know that there's a couple that have already 
expressed interest where they say hey we have space and we have actually a location where we can 
put a computer lab. This is Something that we want to look at. So, that's… those are all things that 
we're looking at for spring and beyond because we think the idea of Community Learning Centers 
is Something that's going to catch on.  

In fact, our students survey… both our student surveys and our parent surveys, we're starting to 
disaggregate the data and kind of you know when you look at correlations you look at different 
answers and different groups of answers. For the folks who, of course, say that they already have 
internet access and for the ones who say that they already have equipment; when they… when we 
asked them about whether or not they would use the Community Learning Centers, of course their 
answer is probably not. So, the responses are low, but of course that makes sense because if they 
already have internet access and they already have equipment they don't need to go to Community 
Learning Centers; but when you filter out those individuals who already have internet access and 
you look at the individuals who the schools had to call to respond to the survey, because we asked 
the schools to call parents and have them respond to the survey; if we think that they didn't have 
internet access, the response rate jumps up from 20% to all the way to 70. Which means 70% of 
those parents, if they say that they don't have internet access and they don't have equipment, chances 
are they're going to utilize the Community Learning Centers. So, that… that already gives us an 
indicator that you know the families who are in need are… have a higher likelihood of utilizing 
these resources.  

Of course when we implement those this coming fall, we're going to keep close monitoring of the 
data to see; number one who's participating, how often do they participate and what time what they 
actually participate. So, you know based on all of that data, we'll know whether or not we need to 
open up more centers in terms of location or maybe even change… change the times 

Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:  Thank you. Senator Marsh, I’m just going to have to stop you 
right there because we're over time but I'd like to allow Senator Perez to have a question or two and 
Senator Torres as well. If you have any other questions, we can write the Superintendent and we 
can ask them to respond. Thank you Mr. Deputy Sanchez. Senator Perez 
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Senator Sabina Flores Perez:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  Just a, you know, question about safety. 
So, you know the frequency of cleaning as far as the CARES funding goes, is the budget enough 
to kind of ensure that safety of our students and the staff and teachers there? 

Jon Fernandez, Superintendent of Education:  So, we've allocated them maybe… you can 
update me Joe. I think we were talking about Five Million ($5,000,000.00)… Four and a Half to 
Five Million Dollars ($4,500,000.00 to $5,000,000.00) in the ESF funds to at least take us through 
this first (coughs)… excuse me… procurement of safety supplies and So, forth. So, I would say at 
this point, the resources are there but the challenge is not necessarily the resources, it's the 
procurement pathways trying to find ways to source and confirm the volume and the types of 
supplies that are needed. So, we're working with FEMA right now, Homeland Security and the 
Office of Civil Defense on the federal side to perhaps be able to ride on a federal procurement or 
we have two processes going on right now with regard to an indefinite quantity bid which will the 
responses will be due in a couple days as well as a small purchase procedure.  

What we're really trying to do is build that first 30 to 60 days of supplies and then lock in more 
longer term supplies to get us to the school year.  So, at this point. The finance… the funding 
resources are not the issue and that's because mostly what we're looking at is a situation where 65 
to 75% of our students want to stay home. And that means on a daily basis, what we had originally 
anticipated and planned for was going to be a much higher number. So, I think at least during phase 
one we'll be okay, but as we move on into the year, should we get into a position where more 
students and more… you know are coming back on campus, then we'll get a better picture of 
whether that year supply is going to actually you know be available; I mean be sufficient to meet 
those requirements. So, what we're ordering right now are the face masks, we're ordering hand 
sanitizers, cleaning supplies, flexi-glass and then some others on the list but those are currently 
being sourced right now to try to get them in for the start of the school year. 

Senator Sabina Flores Perez:  All right.  Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair. 

Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:   Okay.  Thank you very much.  I'd like to thank all of you for 
being present here. I hope Dr. Sukola, do you have Something you'd like to say?  

Dr. Kelley Sukola:  I’m sorry. No, I’m… I’m talking to Someone that just walked into my office. 
So, I’ll kind of stick my hands to myself.  

Vice Speaker Telena Cruz Nelson:   Okay and… So, we have the screenshot really quick here for 
the for the Education Stabilization Fund and if we could just go ahead and do a screenshot… a 
screen share of this this breakdown for the ESF So, the public is aware of what schools are receiving 
this kind of revenue, the State Education Agency.  This is from the CARES Act.  Adam are you 
able to share that? Okay. Very good.  

So, just for the public to be aware, you know if your child is going to any of the charter schools or 
any of the Catholic schools or other non-profit schools that are on this screen right now… This is 
what exactly that they are getting from the Education Stabilization Fund and this is part of CARES. 
So, GDOE will receive Thirty-Two Point One Million ($32.1 Mil), ILearn is receiving Six Hundred 
Ninety-Four Thousand Dollars  ($694,000.00), Guahan Charter School is receiving Seven Hundred 
Seventy-Nine Thousand Dollars ($779,000.00), SIFA Two Hundred Seventy-Two Thousand 
Dollars ($272,000.00), Office of Catholic Education that's Three Point Nine Million ($3.9 mil) 
close to Four Million Dollars ($4,000,000.00), Harvest Christian Academy One Million 
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($1,000,000.00), Saint John's School Five Hundred Seventy-Two Thousand ($572 000.00), Saint 
Paul's Five Hundred Twenty-Two Thousand ($522,000.00), Guam Adventist Academy… 

Live recording ended due to time limitations. 

III. FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS

The Committee found that the Guam Department of Education (GDOE) has submitted a fiscal year
2020 Consolidated Grant application under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)
to the United States Department of Education. The consolidated grant provides the allowable
services and supports to improve student learning outcomes and safety for all participating schools,
which includes the 41 GDOE public schools, 14 Catholic schools, 7 non-profit schools, and 3
charter schools. GDOE was approved for the amount of $32.3 million early July 2020.

The Committee further found that GDOE submitted an application to the Education Stabilization
Fund – State Educational Agency under the CARES Act. This is separate from the Consolidated
Grant and is a one-time funding as a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic. The funds received will
allow for services and support that are designed to assist all students from participating schools; to
include those with unique needs such as learning and physical disabilities, social economic status,
English language learners, homelessness, and foster children. The ESF-SEA application was
approved for the amount of $41.5 million late May 2020.

The Committee hereby reports on the Informational Briefing with the status update of GDOE’s
Consolidated Grants and CARES Act Funds.




